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Americans have different ways of saying things. They say 'elevator', we say 'lift'...
they say 'President', we say 'stupid psychopathic git'. - Alexi Sayle
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March 19th Cock Up Meet Up

eat out in the West End very cheaply, if you don't
consume vast amounts of wine with the meal.

Two days before the event I got an email from
Terry Lee saying he was sorry but he wouldn't be
attending, as he had decided to abandon his
career in the UK and stay in Indiana with his
girlfriend. As it turned out, this was just as well,
because on the day of the planned birthday party
Keith Woods rang me at work to say the room had
been double-booked. Had Terry turned up we'd
have had to pay him £150 for sweet FA.

So a good ending to a very disappointing evening,
but great to see so many people turn up. Just a pity
we couldn't gatecrash the room upstairs, but
reportedly it was filled with water as a scuba-diving
club was meeting there, catching their own fish to
cook and eat presumably (Ken Major might have
liked this) and the music was something called
Underwater House I believe.

Keith and Lee Wilkinson had meanwhile managed
to get James Hunter to fill in for Terry Lee, so
James had to be contacted and cancelled.

Among the many cards and gifts, a special thanks
to John Howard who kindly brought along three 50
ton trucks - one for each of the birthday boys. Well,
slightly scaled-down models, but goodness knows
how he got them all the way from Southend. I got
some very funny looks getting mine back on the
bus to Battersea, but it is now safely displayed in
my bedroom along with other Americana and the
music books which will keep me busy for a long
while.

Meanwhile everybody was heading from north,
east, south and west for the King and Queen
expecting Terry Lee on vocal and piano, audio
tapes from Brian 'Bunter', and a big party with
plenty of food in our upstairs room. Keith and I tried
to break the news gently... er, no Terry Lee, no
room, no taped music, no food.... and no room to
even stand and drink in comfort! Someone did
pass around a packet of crisps but it didn't quite
make up for the missing buffet.

Thanks to everyone once again and sorry about
the series of disasters due to circumstances
entirely beyond our control (i.e. Terry Lee and the
King and Queen staff).
Tony ‘Pissed Off’ Papard









An exciting evening for all concerned

Well, what more can I say? An evening best
forgotten perhaps. Thanks to everyone for coming,
and for all the cards and presents, and we have a
firm booking for May 28th when we will be
celebrating John Jolliffe and Brian Jessup's
birthdays, but we three birthday boys (Alan Lloyd,
Dave Woodland and myself) will no doubt chip in to
make up for the non-event on March 19th.
Hopefully some live entertainment can be
arranged.
A few people departed early on 19th to find a less
crowded venue, but most stayed on and the pub
thinned out later on - we actually got a table to sit
at. Then some of us went for a meal in a nearby
Greek fish and chip establishment, to find Dave
Woodland, Darren and company already there
enjoying a meal.
We had a very good meal at the most reasonable
price of £7.50 each, so my error in mistaking
Jimmy's £30 per head for £13 is perfectly
reasonable, especially when you consider I and Dr
Dale both have a hearing problem from standing
too close to Rock’n’Roll amps for 40 or so years.
Places such as this fish/kebab restaurant,
Wetherspoon pubs like The Shakespeare and
various Chinatown restaurants where you can eat
as much as you like for about £5 prove you CAN

Keep your eyes open for this picture on the shelves
of your local bookshop.
A full review of this book will be coming up in these
very pages in the near future but, as it is penned by
the one and only Neil Foster, I feel extremely safe
in saying “Buy it, your money will be well spent!”
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ANDY PANDY
SAYS “HOLD
THE THIRD
PAGE!”

opposite John Gielgud in 'Crime And Punishment'.
Three years on in 1949 he both directed and
starred in 'Private Angelo', playing the part of a
cowardly Italian conscript, the film won him
recognition as a film character actor of flourish, wit
and understated pathos.
In 1950 and 1951 he gave four film
performances
in
the
French
Resistance biopic 'Odette' with Anna
Neagle, in the comedy 'Hotel
Sahara', in 'We're No Angels' as an
escaped
convict
alongside
Humphrey Bogart; and as Nero in
the Hollywood epic 'Quo Vadis',
which earned him his first Oscar
nomination.

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to actor, writer, wit and humanitarian Sir
Peter Ustinov who died at his home in Switzerland
aged 82 on the 28th March 2004.
Born Petrus Alexandrus Ustinov
in Swiss Cottage, London on 16th
April 1921 his father Jona was a
journalist of half Russian, half
German descent, whilst his
mother, Nadia Benois, a feted
ballet designer and painter came
from
an
equally
mixed
background, being of Russian,
French and Italian extraction. As
a child Ustinov learnt to exploit his rotund shape by
displaying clumsy and comic aspects of his
character, a ploy that would prove lifelong. His
second drawback in his early years was his poor
maths and science which prompted him to leave
Westminster School without taking exams.
Through family connections he was able to enrol
into the London Theatre Studio; the actor Dirk
Bogarde who shared a dressing room with him
remembered ""a rough-haired, scatty boy,
blindingly ambitious, streets ahead of anything I'd
ever come across ... he scared the shit out of me."

1952 would see the first night of his most
successful play, 'The Love Of Four Colonels', a
cold war satirical burlesque in which Russia,
America, Britain and France partition the land in
which the Sleeping Beauty lies. It ran for years all
over the world and became a staple of amateur
dramatic societies.
Virtually simultaneously, he was diverse and
prolific enough to collaborate on BBC radio with
Frank Muir, Denis Norden and Peter Jones on the
improvised series 'In All Directions', which is
regarded as a forerunner to the 'Goon Show'.
In 1960 came what is generally regarded as his
best film, acting as Batiatus, the self-disparaging
slave dealer in Stanley Kubrick's film 'Spartacus'. It
has been suggested that he upstaged Laurence
Olivier at his prime and more than held his own
with Charles Laughton. Ustinov won an Oscar for
best supporting actor, as he did for 'Topkapi' four
years later.

During the course of 1939 he wrote two sketches
in a revue at the Players' Theatre in London which
won him considerable acclaim. This was enough to
launch him in the theatre with 'House Of Regrets'
(1940); the first full-length play he was to write had
the critics falling over themselves with praise, a
tragic-comedy about Russian émigrés not unlike
his own family.

1961 would see him both direct and act in the film
'Billy Budd' which shot Terence Stamp to stardom.
Although he was to appear in over twenty more
films over the course of the next thirty years, none
would ever match the dizzy acclaim of his earlier
years.

Come 1942, just after his 21st birthday, Ustinov the
dramatist had arrived with two plays running
concurrently in the West End, 'House Of Secrets'
and the comedy 'Blow Your Trumpet'. However war
service was to interrupt his thriving career. A
period was spent in the Royal Sussex Regiment
before
being
transferred
to
the
Army
Kinematograph Service where he worked as a
script writer on a couple of Carol Reed directed
wartime propaganda movies 'The Way Ahead'
(1944) and 'The True Glory' (1945). The following
year would see Ustinov directing his first film,
'School For Secrets' concerning the invention of
Radar. Around the same period of time he wrote
the play 'The Banbury Nose', the story of an
English upper class family written backwards in
time led him to being hailed as the greatest master
of stagecraft of his time.
In 1946 he played the detective, twice his own age,

No doubt forever locked in the minds of Joe Public
as Hercule Poirot or as a raconteur, mimic and wit,
for 35 years he travelled and campaigned as one
of Unicef's most devoted goodwill ambassadors.
Haile Selassie was a dinner guest of his parents; in
later life he counted Edward Heath, Mikhail
Gorbachev and Vaclav Havel among his friends.
Of the few remaining liberals in an unliberal world,
the German chancellor, Gerhard Schröder,
described him in the Guardian newspaper as "a
man with a great heart, spirit and humour". He
used his considerable intellect and charm to sway
the powerful to help the powerless, through the UN
and his own charity, the Ustinov Foundation whose
work ranged from children's healthcare to
promoting the study of prejudice and the University
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That summer, driving across the continent to Los
Angeles in the midst of the depression, Cooke fell
in love with America and the idea began to dawn
on him that writing and broadcasting about it might
be more satisfying than a career in the theatre. In
1934 Cooke was walking down Washington Street
in Boston when his eye was caught by a two
column headline "BBC fires prime minister's son",
immediately returning to London to secure the
succession to Oliver Baldwin as the BBC's film
critic. The following year he broadcast a "London
Letter To America" on Sunday evenings and also
put out the "American Half-Hour" which aimed at
conveying the excitement of a tour of the United
States.

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to
broadcaster and journalist Alistair Cooke, who
has died on the 30th March 2004 aged 95.
Cooke, whose weekly radio (BBC4) show ran for
an astonishing 58 years had been suffering from
arthritis and heart disease. He had been
persuaded to end his broadcasting career after ill
health had caused him to miss a despatch for only
the third time since 1946. He admitted that the
strain of composing the 1,700 word 'Letter' which
had previously taken him two hours, now took
three days and had become far too much for him in
recent years. He died at his home, a 15th floor
apartment on Fifth Avenue, New
York overlooking Central Park. His
death was announced by the BBC
after Cooke's daughter contacted
Nick Clarke, the broadcaster's
biographer.

At the time of the abdication of the
neo-fascist King Edward VIII, NBC
commissioned Cooke to send regular
bulletins to America. Though struck
down with flu, he broadcast some
400,000 words in ten days. He would
return to America during the final
days of 1938, spending a period of
time as a special correspondent on
American affairs for The Times as
well as picking up work at the BBC's
New York studios. Throughout the war years he
wrote for the Daily Herald before transferring his
allegiance to the Daily Sketch and finally to
become chief American correspondent for the
Manchester Guardian, a post he did not relinquish
until 1972.

Originally the 'Letter From America'
series was planned to run for just
13 weeks. Over the next six
decades he went on to deliver
2,869 "talks" as he used to call them, establishing
a record for the world's longest running speech
radio programme. His 15-minute personal
reflections touched on everything from the
assassinations of the Kennedys (he was in the
hotel where Bobby Kennedy was murdered) to
September 11; from the Bay of Pigs to the Monica
Lewinsky affair. Prime Minister Tony Blair was
quoted as saying during the course of a BBC Radio
4 tribute, "I thought they were extraordinary essays
and they brought an enormous amount of insight
and understanding to the world."

Cooke, as well as being a life-long jazz fan,
possessed a talent for jazz piano. In 1953 he
recorded an album 'An Evening With Alistair
Cooke'; he also recorded a number of radio
programmes on popular music generally and in
1987 a five part survey on the life and music of
George Gershwin. Throughout his long life many of
his books were published including several
collections of his 'Letters from America', 'Garbo
and the Night Watchmen' (1937), an anthology of
criticism from the early talkies; A Generation on
Trial: USA v Alger Hiss (1950); Around the World
in Fifty Years (1966); Six Men (1977); Above
London (1980); America Observed (1988); and
Memories of the Great and the Good (1999).

Born Alfred Cooke in Salford, Lancashire on 30th
November 1908, his father was a metal worker
who later sold insurance and in much later life
became a Methodist lay preacher. His mother,
although born in Lancashire, came from a line of
Protestant Irish. Whilst Alfred was still a child the
family moved to Blackpool. Here, during the First
World War, seven American soldiers lodged in the
Cooke household, and the boy found himself feted
as a kind of regimental mascot. Whilst at
Cambridge university he changed his name by
deed poll to Alistair during the period that he was
editor of the university magazine Granta.

He received the Peabody Award for International
Reporting in 1952, the Benjamin Franklin Medal
from the Royal Society of Arts in 1973, and the
Howland Medal from Yale in 1977 and was
awarded an honorary Knight of the British Empire
in 1973 (he became an American citizen in 1941).
He once famously said, "When you give up work,
you die". He passed away four weeks after his final
broadcast.

In 1932 he was granted a Commonwealth Fund
fellowship to study at an American university. His
then ambition was to become a theatre director so
he went to Yale to study drama before transferring
to Harvard for an English language course. The
same period of time found him writing New York
theatre reviews for The Observer and he was able
to persuade the newspaper to finance a series on

Keith Woods
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reverence, of Slim Harpo’s hit ‘Raining In My Heart’
on a Yello ’60s Memphis label I think on Tri. Carl
McVoy was the super great Bill Black Combo’s
piano player in the early days. He appeared in the
film ‘Teenage Millionaire’ in 1961 and he’s the
reason, plus Bill Black and Combo, that I went to
see this film at Newport’s Capitol Cinema. Carl
mimed to ‘Smokie Part 2’, playing while standing
up in a lamé jacket. Rockin’ man.

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)
Jerry Lee Lewis influences.
Carl (McVoy) Glascott (R.I.P. aged 61 early 1982).
Any time I talked to Jerry Lee about his cousin Carl
McVoy, Jerry Lee would loosen up and delight to
talk of him, always saying things like Carl was so
handsome he surely could have made it in
Hollywood and also Carl never really pursued a
career in music seriously as he was successful in
business.

Bill Black’s Combo in the film ‘Teenage Millionaire’
in 1961

In Myra Lewis’ book ‘Great Balls Of Fire’ it
mentions that a very young Jerry Lee Lewis (also
Jimmy Lee Swaggart and maybe Mickey Gilley too)
remembered watching artists like B B King, Piano
Red and Sunnyland Slim at Haney’s Big House in
Ferriday as ones he liked over the years. I’ve tried
to find any sort of influence they might have had on
him. I can see that Jerry Lee likes B B King type
guitar (biting solos) on his records, particularly after
he left Sun. Also the free and sheer exuberance
and raw expressiveness in Piano Red (this can
include Champion Jack Dupree too); the
unpredictability is similar as all play in a live
fashion, doing songs often just from wherever their
hands touched the piano keys, most especially
marked in stage shows.
Carl had started to record on Hi, Memphis, thanks
to his buddy Ray Harris who paid for the session
that produced ‘Tootsie’/’You Are My Sunshine’.
This sold fast/well at first on the Hi label, owner
Joe Cough (Popular Tunes Record Shop). Then
Sam Cornelius Philips expressed interest in it,
bought the master and issued it on Philips
International and the disc stopped selling. Carl
McVoy recorded 10 or 11 songs for Sun (none
issued at the time), great songs like ‘Born To
Lose’, ‘You’re The Only Star In My Blue Heaven’
etc. these are available on Bear Family CDs, three
volumes of Sun, ‘That’ll Flat Git It’ and also on
Charly ‘Rock'n'Roll volumes 1 to 6’. All of these are
great CDs of many fantastic Sun artists too.
Jerry Lee and band performing just for Keith at
Terry Town, Alabama – a sort of Wails from the
Woods.

Back at Hi, Carl McVoy had a second fantastic
rocker called ‘Little John’s Gone’ c/w ‘Daydreamin’
Again’ which failed to sell. His ‘Tootsie’ was issued
in Great Britain on London 45 and I fooled Fay at
the time for weeks that it was Jerry Lee’s latest 45!
I found a third record in Select-O-Hits in 1966 by
Carl. It’s a fair cover version, but done with

Piano Red played everything in E flat and was very
difficult to accompany by studio musicians as was
Jerry Lee who often was almost out of control on
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McVoy’s home.
I believe Carl was the single most influential
person on Jerry Lee Lewis given that Jerry Lee
Lewis had already developed his own style or god
given talent while singing/playing at the Assembly
of God church. Jerry would have picked up flashy
hand movements and showmanship from Carl who
he always loved to talk about and who Jerry dearly
loved and was with, just three days before Carl
died, as Jerry told me in Dublin in 1993.

Sun with Roland Janes, Jimmy Van Eaton (all sat
on top of each other – it was also like telepathy it’s
said) but Sunnyland Slim’s possible influence on a
very young Jerry Lee is harder to find. Sunnyland
Slim is a great piano/bluesman in his own right,
well worth getting CDs by in any case, if you like
piano/blues. After trying to get as many of his
recordings as I could obtain I finally found a CD
where he started out as Dr Clayton’s buddy
following the death in 1947 of African born Dr
Clayton. At this time Sunnyland Slim was just trying
to copy Dr Clayton.

‘In The Dark’ by Billy Wright is a great, fast original
of Professor Longhair’s ‘In The Dark’ which is also
good but slower paced rocker too! Dr Clayton
recorded the song which Prof Longhair often
recorded under varying titles.

On the same CD there are Dr Clayton’s last
recordings; a lot of the whoops and exclaimed
vocals (and over held, drawled out words typical of
Jerry Lee) are indeed very like Jerry Lee’s. So the
book makes more sense now that a young Jerry
would have seen Sunnyland Slim when he was still
copying Dr Clayton; maybe Jerry Lee had seen
both.

It’s always been a difficult thing to accept that
Chuck Berry’s ‘Run, Rudolph, Run’ was a Chess
45 release before the very similar ‘Little Queenie’.
This may not be the case for older American fans
as both 45s were released there back then.
Johnnie Temple’s ‘Louise, Louise Blues’ is the
basis for Muddy Waters’ ‘Rosalie’ (1941, Field
Recordings)

Of all blues artists Dr Clayton has the slowest,
drawled, slurred vocal style, at times high pitched
singing style that’s more in common with Jerry Lee
Lewis than any other I ever heard or know of but
Jerry Lee’s foremost influence must come from the
church he grew up singing/playing in, as is true for
his older cousins Carl McVoy, Jimmy Lee
Swaggart and younger Mickey Leroy Gilley.

“I always remember the unfortunate encounter our
own Dr Dale had with Mike Coffey of Crazy
Cavan's group at the King's Hotel, Newport. A sad
case of mistaken identity.” Tony Papard
I must explain something about my brother Mike. It
was in Kings Hotel, Newport 1993. I’d had a fight
(of sorts – only hit him a few punches then got
caught and held) our Mike then went downstairs. I
later learned he’d hit some guy who had said
Charly was a good record label over and over to
Mike a few times. Mike was already hyped up from
my upstairs scrap plus he was fairly drunk, been
drinking all evening. Well here’s the thing that
nobody seems to know. Charly had never paid
Mike/Cavan (you will know this I expect) for their
records; Jerry Lee Lewis even wanted to set fire to
the place in London.
So Mike did not understand when Charles told him
that Charlie was a good name. It was pure red rag
to a bull stuff; our Mike had no way of knowing that
was in fact Charles’ own name so he thought he
was being challenged or mocked or wound up,
something like that and hit out. It was a total
misunderstanding and not mistaken identity as
Tony Papard (who I spoke to there) said in his
writings.

Great rockin’ photo! Dig the jacket too. Taken about
the time of the ‘Starclub live’ L.P. He really was
something to behold on stage then.

As Carl McVoy was five or six years the elder of
these cousins plus the fact that his father, a
minister, went to New York in the late ‘40s Carl had
obviously seen or have been subjected to the
boogie woogie pianists there. Like Handsome
Harry The Hipster Gibson, Memphis Slim, Peter
Chatman. On his return to Texas/Arkansas the
then 15-year-old (Carl would have been aged
20/21) Jerry Lee Lewis used to have to be brought
back home from staying with or hanging out at Carl

Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan
O’Coffey
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JAZZ JUNCTION

Affair. And just to show the jazz funk juices were
still flowing strong, he brought us up to date with
one of his very recent recordings from his own
label.

One of the doyens of jazz funk, George Duke,
took up a five-day residency at the Jazz Café
recently. Spurred on by an irresistible offer, I took
the chance to catch up with the keyboard master
who was playing his first UK dates for five years.
The last time that I had seen him was as a guest
on an Anita Baker performance way back when.


Providing valuable support on my latest visit to
Ronnie Scott’s was the Steve Melling Trio with
Steve Melling on piano, Arnie Somogyi on bass
and Ian Thomas on drums. The leader’s eclectic
taste ensured a choice of numbers which was
neither obvious nor predictable and included Three
Flowers written by McCoy Tyner (a noticeable
influence), Forest Flower written by Charles Lloyd,
Minority written by trumpeter Gigi Gryce and El
Gaucho written by Wayne Shorter (which appeared
on his Adam’s Apple album).

George Duke studied music in San Francisco in
the late sixties and one of his earliest steps was to
form a group with singer Al Jarreau. Later he
earned a reputation in the jazz fusion world with a
series of albums with Jean-Luc Ponty before
joining Frank Zappa’s Mothers Of Invention in
1970.

This meant for an absorbing two sets which never
failed to demand attention. Unfortunately this was
not the case with all of the audience and after the
sensitive ballad I Fall In Love Too Easily during the
second set, Steve Melling was moved to apologise
‘I hope we are not disturbing anyone’s
conversation!’
There was a time at Ronnie’s when selfish and
disrespectful behaviour of any member of the
audience would evince an immediate warning from
the maître d’ which would result in rapid
compliance or ejection. In these days when the
real threat to world peace is the terrorism of the
self-centred, there’s fat chance of anything short of
a Gorgon’s head of causing these ignorami to
STFU.

But a year later George received his irresistible
offer, when Cannonball Adderley came calling for
him to replace Joe Zawinul. He went on to remain
with Cannonball for another two years before
rejoining Frank Zappa, bringing along Jean-Luc
Ponty with him. This time he stayed for three years
before enjoying success under his own name when
he brought the flavour of funk to his jazz
recordings and a hit album, Reach For It,
took him to the large arenas.

The headliners were never likely to be abused in
this manner. They were introduced as the
best big band in the world which somehow
seems to fail to do them full justice. The
fact of the matter is that the Mingus Big
Band is simply nonpareil. It is the vehicle
in which the timeless brilliance of the music
of Charles Mingus with its mainline roots to AfroAmerican gospel and blues lives on.

In the eighties and nineties he continued to
achieve considerable success as a musician in
collaboration with Stanley Clarke and also under
his own name. But it was in the late seventies that
he added another string to his bow, when he
started producing.
Since then he has either
produced or appeared on recordings by many of
the top singers of the jazz and soul world – Dee
Dee Bridgwater, Jeffrey Osborne, Deniece
Williams, Dianne Reeves, Anita Baker, Howard
Hewett, Rachelle Ferrelle, and North Wales tourist
Phil Perry, to name more than a few.
The set at the Jazz Café was a thoroughly
entertaining overview of his whole career, dipping
into numbers from his time with Frank Zappa and
also Cannonball Adderley with Black Messiah,
which he penned himself.
Another of his
compositions, I Want You For Myself, was sung by
Lori Perri of the Perri Sisters but he took the
honours himself on his 1980 UK hit Brazilian Love

Formed in 1991 under the direction of his widow,
Sue Mingus, the band has had a regular Thursday
night gig in New York, drawing from a group of
musicians with a special love for the composer’s
music. For this tour it comprised a sax section of
Craig Handy (alto), Wayne Escoffery, Jaleel Shaw,
John Stubblefield (all tenor), and Mike Sim
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(baritone); on trumpets Alex Sipiagin, Kenny
Rampton and Eddie Henderson; on trombones Kuumba Frank Lacy, Conrad Herwig, and Earl
McIntyre; and a rhythm section of Kenny Drew Jr
(piano), Boris Kozlov (bass) and Donald Edwards
(drums).

“Required reading” - John Broven.
Welcome to the only soul patter that matters.
CD OF THE MONTH

There is no better way to experience the
passionate music played by the Mingus Big band
than in a club like Ronnie Scott’s. Fourteen
musicians crammed together on a tiny stage,
producing an explosion of emotional and spiritual
sounds. It doesn’t get any better.

THE GOLDWAX STORY...
Volume 2...Kent 225
SPENCER WIGGINS I Never Loved A Woman (The
Way I Love You) : PERCY MILEM Crying Baby Baby
Baby : WEE WILLIE WALKER I Don't Want To Take A
Chance : BARBARA PERRY Welcome Home Baby :
THE OVATIONS Peace Of Mind : EDDIE JEFFERSON
When You Look In The Mirror : TIMMY THOMAS It's My
Life : WEE WILLIE WALKER I Ain't Gonna Cheat On
You No More : BARBARA PERRY Say You Need It :
GENE 'BOWLEGS' MILLER Toddlin' : GEORGE &
GREER Good Times : DOROTHY WILLIAMS Country
Style :PHILLIP & THE FAITHFULS Love Me : OBOE
with the KEYS She's Better Than You : PERCY MILEM I
Don't Know What You've Got (But It's Got Me) : THE
OVATIONS Happiness : BARBARA PERRY Merry Go
Round Of Love JAMES CARR A Woman Is A Man's
Best Friend : O V WRIGHT with the KEYS There Goes
My Used To Be : THE LYRICS with the TOPNOTES The
Side Wind : THE VEL TONES Darling : PERCY MILEM
I'm Crying Over You : UNKNOWN If You're Not With
The One You Love : O B McCLINTON A Man Needs A
Woman.

One of the reasons for the greatness of Charles
Mingus as a composer is the sheer variety. The
juggernaut opener Moanin’ (not the Bobby
Timmon’s composition) was followed by Diane, a
beautiful ballad.
Craig Handy, leader and
spokesperson, dedicated the politically-motivated
Don’t Let It Happen Here to the families and
friends of the terror victims in Spain. The words,
written by a Catholic priest about standing by when
the freedom of others is threatened, were spoken
by Frank Lacy.
For the week’s residency the band had decided to
include some numbers that they had not performed
in a while. This appeared to lead to some
uncertainty, judging by the friendly discussion
which preceded the final number of the first set.
Boris Kozlov’s strummed bass introduced Ysabel’s
Table Dance before Earl McIntyre’s long-limbed
prowl and John Stubblefield’s sensual swishes
painted an erotic picture of the aforementioned
Ysabel.

Well after Lula I'm back
on
more
familiar
territory, SOUL, and
there is plenty here as
Ace/Kent dish up a
second portion from
one of the great sixties
soul labels Goldwax.
The Goldwax label was
formed in 1964 by
Hillbilly singer, Quinton
M
Claunch
and
Pharmacist, Rudolph V Russell in Memphis, and
over six years went on to record and release some
of the finest soul music in the sixties.

There seemed a desire to ratchet it up a notch in
the second set as John Stubblefield exhorted his
colleagues in the horn section with ‘Let’s get
involved. Let’s dig down deep’. Craig Handy,
switching to soprano sax, set them off on an
exhilarating Cumbia and Jazz Fusion. Slowing it
down, Kenny Drew Jr’s piano solo on the ballad
Diane was one of translucent warmth. Emotions
were soon burning high again on Oh Lord Don’t Let
Them Drop That Atom Bomb On Me (the title a
reflection of the times in which it was written). The
vocal contributions on this wailing blues came
again from trombonist Frank Lacy but John
Stubblefield took the honours with a solo of
atavistic ardour which left no doubt as to rhythm
and blues upbringing.

From 1964 to early 1970 Goldwax issued some
60+ singles, with very little chart success, James
Carr being the exception with nine R&B chart
entries, plus the Ovations with a couple of minor
hits. So if James Carr was the label’s leading
player, what of his stable mates? As the always
excellent informative booklet notes from Kent
state, this time they dig a little deeper into the
Goldwax vaults. A mouth watering line-up, even
before the shiny thing slips into the slot, and the
first Southern soul grooves burst forth.

Finally, as we were all emotionally drained, we
were invited to a Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting
‘at 2.00 am prompt tomorrow’. That it was already
gone past that time seemed to bother no-one.

Wow, Spencer Wiggins, The Ovations, O V
Wright, James Carr, and whom in my opinion
steals the show, the larger than life Percy Milem,
with four simply stunning tracks. His warm edged
soulful vocals, vibrate melismatically as he relates

Dave Carroll
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a sad tale on 'Crying Baby Baby Baby'. He’s with
his neighbour’s baby, through the walls he can
hear him crying night after night, but he achingly
wonders could the boot be on the other foot one
day? Tremendous deep Southern soul, probably
one of the best songs released by the label. Don
Covay's composition 'I Don't Know What You've
Got', originally recorded by Little Richard, could
that have been LR’s deepest moment, is taken to
another level by Milem, supported by pleading rap
with haunting sax, all adding to the feel. 'I'm Crying
Over You' is again in deepest territory. Milem was
also the lead singer with the Lyrics, 'The Side
Wind' is a wondrous sixties soul butt shaker, a
good groove with shades of Bunker Hill, great.

Doris Troy was born
Doris Higgenson on
the 6th January 1937
in the Bronx, New
York. The daughter
of a Pentecostal
Baptist
preacher,
which naturally leads
her early life to the
church, her father’s
choir, then various
gospel
groups.
Around 1959 she abandoned her gospel roots to
join a jazz vocal group trio The Halos, but no
recorded material is known. Around this time she
started writing material, under her grandmothers
name of Payne, gaining success in 1960 with 'How
About That' for Dee Clark on Vee-Jay which
reached 33 R&B. Her first appearance on record
was in 1960 as Doris Payne with 'I Want To Be
Loved'/'What A Wonderful Lover' on Everest
records. After this flop she realised she could earn
a steadier wage as a backing singer, so joining
forces with ex Drinkard singers Dionne Warwick,
Dee Dee Warwick and Cissy Houston, she sang
backing vocals behind many acts including the
Drifters, Solomon Burke and particularly on Chuck
Jackson's 'Tell Him I'm Not Home' where Troy is
up front in the answer vocals.

'There Goes My Used To Be' one of my all time
favourites, originally recorded by Wee Willie
Walker, his re-cut can be found on volume one.
This soulful floater is given the husky baritone O V
Wright distinctive treatment, oooing females,
complete with a kind of Jamaican throwback, along
with doo-wop-ish harmonies, competes nicely with
the original. My picks from the rest of the bunch
are, George (Jackson) & (Dan) Greer on Sam
Cooke's 'Good Times' with some very Jr Walker
sounding sweet horn blowing by? It's a brilliant nifty
up tempo jiggler, with party people in the back
ground adding to the good times, which makes you
feel like gate crashing.

A further release that same year on Shirley records
saw her labelled with Doc Bagby on 'Foolish
Decision'/'You Better Mind'. She then sang as one
half of Jay and Dee and in 1961 they released
'Dream Talk'/'What A Night, Night, Night', on Artiss,
both being non starters. In 1963 while working as
an usherette at the Apollo Theatre she was spotted
and became acquainted with James Brown, who
took a great interest in her early career. Troy, along
with a friend Gregory Carroll, co-wrote the shuffling
'Just One Look'. The demo finds its way to Sue
Record boss Juggy Murray, who rejected it, so her
next stop was to Jerry Wexler at Atlantic Records.
This led her to signing a contract and the demo
being released as the single. The record took off
immediately, soaring into the top ten. The Hollies in
Feb 1964 took their cover version to number two in
British pop charts. (The most amazing cover of this
tune must be Ted Hawkins’ version).

Timmy 'Why Can't We Live Together' Thomas is
here with a wistful infectious laid back 'My Life'.
Phillip & the Faithfuls provide us with some deep
raw soul. Vel Tones are a vocal group delight. The
excellent Eddie Jefferson oozes quality soul.
Whereby the offerings from The Ovations, with
lead singer Louis Williams uncanny Sam Cooke
soundalike vocalising, Spencer Wiggins and
James Carr's can never fail. Maybe not quite as
strong as Volume 1, but another Kent stunner,
studded with deep soul to ballads to dancers. An
essential part of any soul collection. So with three
James Carr CD's and two Goldwax stories out of
the way, this must surly leave Ace time on their
hands to concentrate on solo projects by Spencer
Wiggins and the Ovations. Just a thought.
RATING (out of 5) 4 3/4 Soulboys



Troy's debut album JUST ONE LOOK followed
quickly. The usherette was soon back at the
Apollo, but this time, her dreams fulfilled, as a
starring artist. One memorable appearance was
captured on the live album APOLLO SATURDAY
NIGHT along with Otis Redding, Rufus Thomas,
The Coasters and Ben E King. Troy couldn't follow
up her hit in the States, although she charted in the
UK with the brilliant infectious classic 'Whatcha
Gonna Do About It', reaching the top forty in late
1964. The 1966 release 'I'll Do Anything' found
favour with the Northern soul fraternity, becoming a
staple diet dancefloor classic ever since. Although

LOST SOULS
DORIS TROY
It's sad to report the death of another of soul
music’s great singers, Doris Troy, who died on the
16 February 2004 after a long battle with
Emphysema. Although her chart action was very
limited, her impact on music was such that her
name was always at the forefront over a forty year
plus career.
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she continued to release forty-fives throughout the
sixties for, Atlantic, Calla, and Capitol, these
underrated performances were less successful,
selling moderately in the States. It was in England
she found a following and in 1969 her home,
settling in London.

BOBBY WOMACK
The Jerry Lee Lewis of soul! The last of the living
legendary soul giants, Bobby Womack makes a
long overdue return to the UK.
Carling Hammersmith 28th May
Hilton Metropole Birmingham 29th May
Carling Manchester 31st May
Unfortunately the London date clashes with the
next King and Queen shindig. But I'm sure Mr
Woods will excuse you if you have any soul at all in
your veins. The number one immortal Soul God
must be witnessed once in your life.

In 1970 the Beatles signed her to their Apple label
as an artist, writer and producer, where she would
work with Stephen Stills and Leon Russell among
others. She had one self titled album released on
Apple, performing alongside George Harrison,
Ringo Starr and Eric Clapton. As a prolific session
singer she sang on Pink Floyd’s historic DARK
SIDE OF THE MOON. Dusty Springfield, Led
Zeppelin and The Moody Blues enjoyed her
powerful distinctive vocals. During the seventies a
spasmodic array of singles on the UK Apple,
People, Mojo and US Midland and Midsong labels
all meant little commercially. She recorded a live
Gospel album at a sold out London's Rainbow
Theatre in 1971, THE RAINBOW TESTAMENT,
which was one of the highlights of her career,
taking herself back to the roots of her gospel
upbringing.

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
April 1966. Here we go again with another
interesting mixed bag. Two Lupe Lu's.
The American Poets
To Lunch
James Brown

She Blew A Good Thing/Out
London 10037
New Breed/Part two
Philips 1481
James Brown
Ain't That A Groove/Part two
Pye 25367
Roy C
Shotgun
Wedding/I
Am
Gonna Make It
Island 273
Chamber Brothers
Love Me Like The Rain/Pretty
Girls Everywhere
Vocalion 9267
Gene Chandler
I'm
Just A Fool For
You/Buddy Ain't It A Shame
Stateside 500
The Chantelles
I Think Of You/Please Don't
Kiss Me
Parlophone 5431
Ray Charles
Together Again/You're Just
About To Lose Your Clown
HMV 1519
Eddie Cochran
C'mon
Everybody/
Summertime Blues
Liberty 10233
The Dixie Cups
What Kind Of Fool/Danny
Boy
HMV 1524
Lee Dorsey
Confusion/Neighbour's
Daughter
Stateside 506

In the years that followed she returned to the
States, eventually settling in Las Vegas, where she
found steady employment in the city’s various
hotels and casinos. A major turning point in 1983
was the award winning gospel musical MAMA I
WANT TO SING, which became the highest
grossing off-Broadway show ever. Running from
1984 to 1998 and spawning several touring
versions. The show written by Troy's sister Vy
Higgenson and Troy was an autobiographical tale
about her life in which Troy played her own mother.
The musical opened in London in 1995 featuring
Chaka Khan, Denise Williams, and Mica Paris
among others in the lead role.
Good-bye Mama Soul.
One of the unsung heroes of soul JOHNNY
BRISTOL has passed over. A full obituary next
time.

The Drifters

CHICKEN SOUL
The Colonel is still trying to flog his chicken drum
sticks to the sounds of classic obscure soul. I've
managed to identify the following since last
reporting about a year ago, then we had amazing
material such as Bobby Garrett's 'I Can't Get
Away', Frank Wilson's 'Do I Love You' and Jr
Walker's 'Roadrunner'. So add these finger licking
tunes to the list the hungry chicken punters are
dancing to. I'm sure there must be more I've
missed.
Rex Garvin - Sock It To Em JB
Bob Brady and The Con Chords - Everybody's
goin' to the love-in
Chi-Lites - What Do I Wish for?
Little Milton - More and More
Jackie Wilson - The Who Who Song

The Flamingos

The Drifters
Memories Are Made Of
This/My Island In The Sun
Atlantic 4084
The Flamingos
Boogaloo Party/Nearness Of
You
Philips 1483
Roy Head/Traits
My Babe/Pain
Vocalion 9269
Brenda Holloway
Together Till The End Of
Time/Sad Song
T Motown 556
Eddie Holman
This Can't Be True/Free
Country
Cameo Parkway 960
Jimmy Hughes
Good-bye My Love/It Was
Nice
Sue 4006
Isley Brothers
This
Ol'
Heart
Of
Mine/There's No Love Left
T Motown 555
The Kingsmen
Little Latin Lupe Lu/Louie
Louie
Pye 25366
Little Mr Lee/Cherokees Young Love/I Don't Want To
Go
Vocalion 9268
Gary Lewis/Playboys
Sure Gonna Miss Her/I Don't
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Wanna Say Goodnight
Liberty 55865
The Mad Lads
I Want Someone/Nothing
Can Break Through
Atlantic 4083
Garnet Mimms
I'll Take Good Care Of
You/Looking For You
U Artist 1130
Roy Orbison
Twinkle
Toes/Where
Is
Tomorrow
London 10034
Buck Owens
Waiting In The Welfare
Line/In The Palm Of Your Hand
Capitol 15437
Elvis Presley
Frankie & Johnny/Please
Don't Stop Loving Me
RCA 1509
Otis Redding
Satisfaction/Any Ole Way
Atlantic 4080
Jimmy Reed
Odds & Ends/Going To The
River
Sue 4004
Mitch Ryder/Wheels
Little Latin Lupe Lu/I Hope
Stateside 498
Jimmy Smith
Got My Mojo Working/Part
two
Verve 536
Edwin Starr
Stop Her On Sight/I Have
Faith In You
Polydor 56702
The Temptations
Get Ready/Fading Love
T Motown 557
Joe Tex
Love You Save/If Sugar Was
As Sweet As You
Atlantic 4081
The Vibrations?
Canadian Sunset/Story Of A
Starry Night
Columbia 7895
Dee Dee Warwick
Lover's Chant/Worth Every
Tear I Cry
Mercury 909
Dionne Warwick
Message To Michael/Here
Where There Is Love
Pye 25368
Lenny Welch
Rags to Riches/I Want You
To Worry About Me
London 10031
Sonny Boy Williamson
Bring It On Home/Down Child
Chess 8030
Jimmy Witherspoon
If There Wasn't Any You/I
Never Thought I Would See The Day Stateside 503
Stevie Wonder
Nothing's Too Good For My
Baby/With A Child's Heart
T Motown 558
The Young Rascals
Good Lovin'/Mustang Sally
Atlantic 4082

Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London
Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design
Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251



Soulboy’s top five for this month would be, not
quite so hard this time around as some of these
round plastic things are close to my heart. The
Flamingos’ wonderful soul dancer, Gene Chandler,
The American Poets, Eddie Holman and Garnet
Mimms. Jimmy Reed's weird 'Odds and Ends' is
really hypnotic, featuring a plucking violin. Typical
Gary Lewis, I like it, and so did the USA, reaching
number two pop. Resurrected B side of the month.
Well there is only one real contender, that is the
magic soul slaying ballad from Little Mr Lee and his
Cherokees 'I Don't Want To Go'. But I must, bye
until next time...







THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on







UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL
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Shed Bunking In The 1950s

later, was fined 40 shillings at Wood Green
Juvenile Court (I still have the receipt somewhere).
One consolation was I did get a lift home in one of
the Met’s Wolseley 6/80s. Not for the first or last
time but that, as they say, is another story. The
smell of real leather on old cars still gets me all
dewy-eyed and nostalgic!

Part 1

by “Shakin” Paul Sandford
I’ve always collected, be it bus numbers, stamps,
comics, Dinky toys or pieces of rare vinyl. One of
the most satisfying hobbies I indulged in from the
spring of ’55 to the summer of ’59 was train
spotting. It was interesting, educational and, more
importantly, it got me out of the house and
travelling. It was also slightly dangerous which
gave it an added edge.

Some Sundays I’d cycle from Palmers Green along
the North Circular on a spotting circuit known as
‘the rounds’. First stop was (14A) Cricklewood, an
L.M.S. all freight loco shed. the 30 or so huge
Beyer-Garrett freight locos made a truly impressive
sight. These were later scrapped and replaced by
boring ‘standard’ 9Fs. Cricklewood was a pretty
nondescript shed entirely hidden by advertising
hoardings but easily accessible directly from the
High Road. Second stop on the rounds was (14D)
Neasden, a mixed traffic L.N.E.R. shed, later
recoded as a Midland shed. Foreman friendly and
easy to ‘bunk’, Neasden was situated next the
girder bridge close to the legendary Ace Café. A
few ton-up boys met their end on this bridge
attempting to get back to the Ace before the record
finished. It was said that they came out like chips
on the other side.

Unlike today where one can observe sad, derelict
figures pacing the platforms of Clapham Junction
and Stratford (many of them retired colleagues of
Keith’s – H), scribbling numbers of carriages,
wagons and lesser spotted D.M.U.s (diesel
multiple units) into grubby notebooks, back in the
1950s train spotting was cool. Paddington, Euston,
King’s Cross, Waterloo and even Marylebone
stations all had their rewards but, after a year or
two of standing at the end of platforms with the rest
of the oiks sharing bottles of Tizer, frozen Jubblies
and stories along the lines of, “You just missed 532
Blue Peter ex works on the Harrogate Pullman”, I
decided there had to be a better way.

Neasden was of particular interest on Cup Final
day as, being close to Wembley, it attracted locos
from all regions; Castles from the Great Western,
Battle of Britains and West Countries from the
Southern and Jubilees from the Midland could all
be seen.

The better way was to go to the places where the
greatest number of steam locomotives were
gathered at any one time. (34A) King’s Cross was
a ‘top’ shed. It was also a bitch to get into, illegally
accessible only by clambering over coal bunkers at
York Way via acres of derelict land and it boasted
a shed foreman of Hammer Horror proportions. If
you could negotiate these obstacles the rewards
were enormous; line upon line of Gresleys, A4
Streamliners, A3 Pacifics, Peppercorns, A1s and
A2s and almost every class of express passenger
engine running on the LNER could be seen.

Next on the rounds were the closely situated
Willesden and Old Oak Common sheds. Willesden
(1A), a large Midland freight and passenger loco
shed, could occasionally be rewarding with the
sighting of an un-rebuilt Royal Scot or, as I saw in
the early summer of ’56, English Electric’s blue
liveried express passenger diesel Deltic. In spite of
the front end being covered with dead flies it was
still quite a beautiful sight. For a diesel, that is. Old
Oak Common (81A) was the Great Western’s ‘top’
shed. The G.W.R. was different from other

I ‘bunked’ (34A) at my third attempt. On my fourth,
Godzilla (as we christened the foreman) caught me
and summoned the police. I was duly charged with
trespassing on Railway property and, a few weeks
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regions. In the mid to late fifties when standards
began to slip the pride and care the Western took
reflected in the condition of the locos and rolling
stock. In Old Oak’s shed repair and outfitting shop
were the cream of the Great western’s express
passenger locos; Kings, Castles, Halls, Manors
and Counties, all resplendent in malachite green,
topped with gold chimneys. All this and
Churchward’s big 2-3-0 freight engines plus the
occasional preserved Dukedog, out-shopped for
an Ian Allen special made this one of the great
spotting experiences.

acquaintances and experiences awaited me. Like
Piaf, I regretted nothing, and learned much about
life, love, authority, power, politics and the police.
When I was 18 I stayed for some time in a rented
room a stone’s throw from Sacre Coeur. In the
adjacent room lived and worked a woman in her
30s. The creaking of the stairs (not to mention her
bed and the bones of some of her clients)
reverberated through the walls accompanied by
those subdued but sexual sound effects which left
me in no doubt that my neighbour was either a
prostitute, a nymphomaniac or both. The clinking
of coins and rustling of Franc notes which
preceded the farewells led me to conclude the
former, which the concierge soon confirmed.

The only access to the shed by spotters was the
canal and a hole in the wire fence. We made holes
in that fence on a regular basis but on subsequent
visits the wire had always been replaced. Serving
Euston, Camden (1B) was the West Coast’s main
line express passenger Midland shed. I usually
arrived around 6pm when it was quiet or nearing
dusk, as the foreman could be quite nasty if caught
in a busy afternoon bad mood. This was quite
understandable as the amount of shed workings
was very high in comparison to the size of the
shed. I loved Camden. It was packed with every
conceivable Midland express passenger loco.
Lines of Princess Royals, Coronations, rebuilt and
un-rebuilt Royal Scots, Patriots, Jubilees and, my
own particular favourite, the 4-4-0 Compounds
were all in evidence.

I soon struck up an acquaintance with Marie who,
on hearing me praising Paris, said, “Mon Cher, I
have been heard to say that I hate Paris and I hate
men. The truth is, I cannot live without either. I
have tried, but I need both like an addict needs a
shot.” Although we subsequently spoke several
times upon a diversity of subjects, it was the only
occasion she betrayed real emotion.
To her clientele, she bared her breasts, but to me
she bared her soul, and I have never forgotten her
face, although admittedly I cannot remember her
full name.’

Time permitting (14C) Kentish Town, a suburban
and freight loco shed, would be the last port of call.
Accessed only from a long winding service road
from the High Street, Kentish Town late on a
Sunday night was a ‘dead’ shed. After 8pm it was
totally deserted apart from the locos. The shed was
unusual by virtue of the fact that there was no long
shed, just a few cathedral like roundhouses. I used
to stand on the turntable in the centre of the
roundhouse surrounded by quietly simmering
steam locomotives. At 10pm on a Sunday night
some people were in their church… I was in mine.

Whenever I enter the Church of the Sacre Coeur, a
certain image resurfaces from the vaults of my
memories. I was playing local guide to two rich
American matrons with limited French and
unlimited finances. I sat patiently in a pew whilst
they wandered around the aisles, their
exaggerated exclamations echoing Heavenwards
as they rushed around, clicking their cameras at
every window of stained glass and statue, before
descending on the souvenir shop.
Suddenly the sounds of stiletto heels clicking on
the stone floor announced the arrival of a whore
who I recognised from the Rue Lepic. She wore a
tight fitting skirt, and she walked exactly as she did
on the streets around Rue Lepic, as if the cheeks
of her buttocks (derriere) were chewing caramels.
Shamelessly, she bought a candle, which she lit
and offered to God as she knelt in an attitude of
prayer for several minutes. Then she departed as
quickly as she had arrived, passing two shocked
spinsters who were obviously horrified by her bold
make-up and manner as her stiletto heels clicked
back on to the streets to ply her trade.

In part 2, Doncaster and Swindon works… falling
down an inspection pit at Plaistow… under the
carriages at Stratford… the decision to give up
spotting.









Left Bank
Impressions of Paris by
George Miller
PART TWO

I wondered to whom or for what she prayed.
Perhaps she gave prayers to God for a good
night’s business or for protection from the police
and pimps. Nevertheless, her image always
confronts me whenever I enter the Sacre Coeur,
more vividly than any plaster Madonna, and I
cannot help wondering whether her prayers were

An acquaintance introduced me to someone who
specialised in lewd and crude photography and I
shamelessly survived by selling my body and youth
to the highest bidder. In no time I became a part of
the demi-monde of Paris, where an assortment of
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answered, or of thinking of her sister in sin - Mary
Magdalene.

basement cellar, or rather cavern, where
Benzedrine could be bought. The habitués of the
establishment struck me as more devious,
dangerous and depraved than any I was
accustomed to. There is even class distinction in
the demi-monde. There are criminals and
criminals.

Notre Dame
One evening I entered this church to escape from
the five o’clock onslaught of workers and traffic. My
head ached with the noise and bustle, and the
black butterflies of depression flapped their wings
against my brain. Suddenly the sound of choral
music echoed Heavenwards, accompanied by an
organ, and for the first time I heard Monteverdi’s
Vespers, which the singers and musicians were
rehearsing.

My companion told me that the man at the table
opposite us flanked by a Negro and a young man
wearing false eyelashes and a false smile, was the
writer Jean Genet. The name meant nothing to me
then for I had not read nor heard of his books.
Later, after discovering “Notre Dame des Fleurs”
and “Journal de Valuer”, I wished I could have
talked to Jean Genet about his books. His prose is
a curious combination of poetry and pornography.
The continuity is elliptical. His philosophy and cult
of crime fascinating. His characters are real. Much
of his writing in prison is fantasied Pen = Phallus.

My headache and depression disappeared and
only the music of Monteverdi mattered. It spoke of
God, of worship, of peace, of love, and for an hour
the material world ceased to exist. Since I am not
especially fond of church or choral music in
general, the effect was all the more magical and
mystical. It is the kind of music one ought to die to,
if ever euthanasia becomes fashionable, for it
quenches all fears and pain and offers something
spiritual to one’s soul. Surely this is what the deaf
Beethoven heard in Heaven.

But, like Baudelure and Villon, he plucks flowers
out of the filth, enriches and ennobles the poor with
a poetic quality or image.



A girl of my acquaintance who was studying
English Literature at the Sorbonne, introduced me
to a fellow student who, during university lectures,
scribbled out the scenario for a television murderdetective film which he believed would be bought
by the CBS network in the USA. His English was
bad, but his American was even worse. For an
agreed fee, I typed and corrected the grammar and
spelling of his screenplay, whilst amusing myself
over the inconsistencies of the plot, which
contained more red herrings than a Russian
trawler could catch from the Baltic Sea.







The Sun Never Sets On Those
Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

However, the francs with which our aspiring TV
scriptwriter paid me allowed me to buy a radio,
which provided many hours of tuning into the BBC
broadcasts and orchestral concerts. It made me
feel less lonely when in my room, especially when
heavy rain prevented me from walking the streets.
(During this period I possessed no overcoat.)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

Some time later I left my door unlatched one
morning to go for milk and croissants. On my
return my radio and clock had been stolen by a
pimp who had spent the night with Arlette (Rose la
Grosse). He also had made off with her wristwatch
and her last evening’s earnings, which was not
much for Rose was lazy. We ranted and raved
about thieves and villains and Rose apologised,
promising to get me another radio, which she
never did. Her whole life was a series of good
intentions and negative happenings, with
sometimes positive results. I learned to always lock
my door, even when going down to collect mail or
visiting the bathroom, however briefly.

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com

One night I was taken by a companion to a
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country blues is well represented by Cephas and
Wiggins, while the Queen of all things uppity brings
forth a shuffle with effective piano and mandolin.
The wry humoured lyric of "Spend, Spend, Spend"
is the principle ingredient of this gentle rocker with
some good harp work. Lastly, an Elmore James
sound runs through Dave Hole's closer, bringing up
the rear on a likeable set which is available only as
an import, as far as I know.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Huelyn Duvall - Ramblin'n'Boppin’ - Rhythm
Bomb RBR 5603

Various Artistes - Genuine Houserockin'
Christmas - Alligator XMAS 9202)

Daddy's Little Baby / I Got Rock'n'Roll / A Teen's Way /
It All Depends On Who Will Buy The Wine / Blue Eyed
Sally / By Ad By / So Help Me Gal / My Destiny / Tell Me
Why / Play It By The Rule / They Ain't Close To You /
Pitter Patter / I've Been Thinking / Matador / A Fool
Such As I / My Girl (Wears Long Hair) / When The Party
Is Over / There You Go / My Bucket's Got A Hole In It

Have You Heard The News (KoKo Taylor) Christmas
Train (Carey Bell) Christmas Snow (Michael Burks)
Christmas Time (Lil' Ed and The Blues Imperials) Stay
A Little Longer, Santa (Shemekia Copeland) Back
Door Santa (The Holmes Brothers) Christmas Party
(W. C. Clark) Zydeco Christmas (C. J. Chenier and
The Red Hot Louisiana Band) Christmas Day Blues
(Cephas and Wiggins) Christmas Fais Do Do (Marcia
Ball) Santa Claus, Do You Ever Get The Blues
(Roomful Of Blues) Really Been Good This Year
(Saffire, The Uppity Blues Woman) All I Want For
Christmas (Lonnie Brooks) A Bluesman's Christmas
(Coco Montoya) It's Christmas Time Again (Spend,
Spend, Spend) (Little Charlie and The Nightcaps)
Fattening Up The Turkey (Dave Hole)

As
far
as
I'm
concerned,
Huelyn
Duvall is one of the
truly great ones who
never made it into the
Major League; his
Challenge recordings
of the late '50s, such
as "Pucker Paint”, "It's
No Wonder" and, of
course,
"Three
Months To Kill", are, without exception, truly superb
Rock’n’Roll and stand up every bit as strong as the
Oh Boy's and the Great Balls Of Fire's. His live
shows, certainly the ones I've seen, are always
exciting. The last album of studio recordings,
"She's My Baby", was fine, if a bit patchy. Trouble
is, I regard this album as patchier.

Too late to review in
time for Christmas
2003 but nice and early
for Christmas 2004 is
this latest collection of
yuletide blues offerings
from the Alligator label
that I've just stumbled
across.

With backing from Wildfire Willie and the Ramblers
plus the excellent Jerry Lee-like Boppin' Steve, one
would expect a perfect product, and musically
there's plenty of firepower from the principles
(especially some solid piano from Steve), but my
gripe with this CD lies in the production; O.K.,
recording with original '50s valve-recording
equipment always adds that extra touch of
authenticity, but the sound, to my ears, sounds too
tinny and trebly, and I must say I had to listen to
this in stages.

Looking at the sounds
heard on this suggested stocking filler, Koko Taylor
gives us a typically gritty, robust mid-pacer, a busytempoed, delicious dish is served up by master
blues chef Carey Bell (with a band featuring Lonnie
Brooks on guitar; Brooks' own contribution is a
slow, affair that packs a fair amount of wallop)
Coco Montoya's offering bears a feel similar to
Lonnie Brooks', as indeed does that by W.C. Clark.
Michael Burks, whose "I Smell Smoke" album
impressed me a while back, is once again
convincing on the slow blues "Christmas Snow".
Lashings of excellent slide guitar on Lil' Ed's
shuffler (time these guys played London) while the
visually and vocally alluring Shemekia Copeland
updates the "Santa Baby" style of Christmas song
with the slinky, sexy, suggestive plea for Santa to
stay.

Of the rockers, only the re-cut of "Blue Eyed Sally",
"So Help Me Gal", the Ricky Nelson-ish "Tell Me
Why" impressed to any great extent, and regarding
the slower-paced cuts, the Cash-like "Matador”,
passed the test and Huelyn's tribute version of the
Sun classic "There You Go" I quite liked. Our very
own Tony W. contributes an enthusiastic booklet
note but due to the poor production here, I can only
whip up limited enthusiasm on this one.

The Holmes' cover of Clarence Carter's goodie is
solid, while C.J.Chenier and the ever-wonderful
long, tall, Marcia Ball comfortably take care of the
Cajun/Zydeco end of things on this CD. Acoustic
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Jumpin’”, “Swing Street", "Blues For Dudes", "The
Continental Op", and "Hats Off To Mr. Lee", which
has a touch of "Walkin' With Mr. Lee" about it; all
do a splendid job with intelligent soloing and
excellent ensemble playing.

Wayne Hancock - Swing Time - Bloodshot BS
097
Lose Your Mind / Louisiana Blues / Big City Good Time
Gal / Juke Joint Jumpin’ / Thunderstorms And Neon
Signs / Johnny Law / Tag Along / Route 66 / Highway
54 / We Three / Hoy Hoy Hoy / Walkin' The Dog /
Flatland Boogie

As soon as I discovered that the band's resident
singer, Imelda Clabby, had recorded Wynona
Carr's "'Til The Well Runs Dry", and, best of all,
"Act Right”, I fairly sped to Ray's Jazz Shop,
located within Foyles' Bookshop in Charing Cross
Road, and picked up a copy. And the versions she
recorded with the guys, in London two years ago,
were just as good as I'd hoped they'd be. A brief
biog on Imelda in the booket reveals that for some
time she was the resident singer at Satchmo's, a
highly-rated jazz restaurant in her hometown of
Dublin and indeed many of her contributions are of
a jazzy nature; Dean Martin's "Sway" and the Cole
Porter classic "Every Time We Say Goodbye" are
well handled, as are "What Good'll It Do Me?",
Lena Horne's "Stormy Weather", Paul Gayten's
composition made popular by Nat Cole, "For You
My Love", "I Can't Give You Anything But Love"
and "My Baby Just Cares For Me" which follows
the Nina Simone arrangement. Good, also, to see
Ruth Brown's "Teardrops From My Eyes" featured
on here by the troupe. A nice CD, and a trip to the
100 Club to see Blue Harlem is strongly advised.

Dear Potential Buyer,
there is an extra unlisted
track, a version of
George
Gershwin's
"Summertime", but more
on that in a tick (unless
he forgets – H). This
new album from "The
Train" appeared at the
end of last year and was
recorded live at the
Continental Club in Austin, Texas just under a year
ago. Hancock is joined by Paul Skalton and Dave
Biller on lead guitars, Eddie Rivers on steel guitar,
Rick Ramirez on upright bass, Bob "Texaco"
Stafford on trombone, and there's a bass guitar (on
a Wayne Hancock record??) on "Juke Joint
Jumpin’” by Dan Enriquez. Many of the songs can
be found on Wayne's studio albums, but, regarding
those that aren't, "Route 66", the Ernest Tubb/Roy
Moss classic "You Nearly Lose Your Mind”, Webb
Pierce's "Walking The Dog" and Little Johnnie
Jones/Collins Kids’ “Hoy Hoy" are all brilliantly
done. The same comment applies to the work put
in by duet vocalist Rebecca Snow. The high
standard of recorded music by Wayne Hancock is
maintained with this release.

The Platters - The Complete Federal
Recordings - Ace CDCHD 974
I'll Cry When You're Gone / My Name Ain't Annie / Only
You / Roses Of Picardy / Give Thanks / Beer Barrel
Boogie / Tell The World / Oochi Pacchi / Love All Night /
Please Have Mercy / I Need You All The Time / You
Made Me Cry / Take Me Back, Take Me Back / Hey Now
/ Shake It Up Mambo / Humble Bumble Bee / Don't
Tickle / Voo-Vee-Ah-Bee / Maggie Doesn't Work Here
Anymore / I Just Wanna Mambo / Let's Babalu / CoOperating Mama / Only You (alt.) / You Made Me Cry
(alt.)

Blue Harlem - Swing Street - Harl CD 005
Teardrops From My Eyes / Act Right / l Can't Give You
Anything But Love / The Jeep Is Jumpin' / Hats Off To
Mr. Lee / My Baby Just Cares For Me / ‘Til The Well
Runs Dry / For You My Love / Swing Street / Blues For
Dudes / Stormy Weather / What Good'll It Do Me / Sway
/ The Continental Op / Every Time We Say Goodbye

A great overview of the
Platters’ early sides (and
related items) for the
King subsidiary Federal,
cut during 1953-54. Bill
Millar's
typically
informative notes tell us
that
the
earliest
recordings feature lead
singer Tony Williams,
second
tenor
David
Lynch, baritone Alex Hodge, bass singer Herb
Reed and, according to the lady herself, Linda
Hayes (Williams' sister), who also recorded a
number of solo items, which I'll comment on first;
"My Name Ain't Annie" is a likeable entry in the
"Annie" saga, "I Just Wanna Mambo", like "Let's
Babalu" is a previously unreleased novelty item,
and "Co-Operating Mama" also on show for the
first time, is a slow, Louis Jordan-like blues. Linda

Blue Harlem are a
swingin' outfit who are
often
featured
at
London's 100 Club and
are led by tenor saxist
AI Nichols, who, like
trumpeter
Dave
Priseman
and
baritone/alto
saxist
Pete Cook, can be
found in the horn section of Mike Sanchez's band.
The band is completed by Simon Wallace on
piano, John Day on bass and drummer Matt
Skelton. The guys show their formidable jazz
chops on this CD though, with offerings like Johnny
Hodges and Duke Ellington's "The Jeep Is
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has the Platters behind her on the passionate
ballad "Please Have Mercy", which, along with the
up-tempo "Oochi Pacchi” (a duet with her brother)
gained a UK release on Parlophone.

happily continues to be musically active. The most
enjoyable pieces were those by the Stray Cats-like
Hellcombers, and Erik's band Tree Surgeon,
whose work has been reviewed in these pages
before; they serve up a tasty Link Wray-styled
instrumental, "The Lost Train". Guitarist Duane De
Armond clearly cites Duane Eddy as his inspiration
on "Streamliner" and finally Smiley Pootang comes
on like John Lee Hooker with "She Ain't Comin'
Back”. An interesting collection, then, available
from NBT at P.O. Box 9, Berkeley Springs, WV
25411, USA. Alternatively, e-mail them at
nbtoys@verizon.net.

The Platters' Federal recordings divide between
ballads with Tony Williams as lead, and blues
rockers/up-tempo items, often with Herb Reed as
lead. Zola Taylor entered the picture in the spring
of '54, replacing the departing Miss Hayes, and
sang on the Federal sides from that point, though
she can barely be heard. On the released version
of "Only You", there is an annoying twittering sound
weaving in and out – why?. Alternative takes of
"Only You" and "You Made Me Cry" (happily minus
twittering in the former's case) conclude this
fascinating CD. Of course, the group's fortunes
were to change significantly once they signed to
Mercury the following year, but that's another
story...

Show Reviews
Manuela and the Musicmakers,
Water Rats Theatre, Kings Cross, London,
February 14, 2004
Of the many rhythm'n'blues bands heard and seen
throughout the capital, too many sound similar
(and here I refer in particular to jump bands such
as King Pleasure's and the Hep Chaps) and
generally lack a distinctive sound. The refreshingly
different approach of singer-guitarist Manuela and
the Musicmakers has gripped this reviewer in
recent months; their overall sound is generally
more laid-back, but they are nonetheless quite
capable of creating as exciting a groove as the
bands mentioned above. Many TFTW readers will
remember German-born Manuela from a show she
gave (along with singing pal Danny) for Swingin'
Down South Productions at Battersea's Buzz Bar
some three years back; her guitar style reminded
me somewhat of Barbara Lynn, while her voice
possessed the haunted, plaintive quality of Billie
Holiday.

Various Artistes - Ride The Train Volume Two
- NBT 866
Railroad Rhapsody Pt. 1 (The Don Silvius Band) Train
Wrecked (Rock The Train) (The Hellcombers) The Lost
Train (Tree Surgeon) Fast Train (The Almost Famous
Bluegrass Band) l Want To Be An Engineer Like
Daddy (Bob Butler) Back Home (Annie Seger) Ballad
Of The Blue Ridge (Steve Warner) Postcards (Chris
Palladino) Lonesome Whistle (Joe Penny) Up The
Grade On The Winding Track (Meandered Lake) Ride
That Train (Dale Brooks) Mississippi Blues (And Sue)
(Rex West) Streamliner (Duane De Armond) She Ain't
Coming Back (Smiley Pootang) The Fast Mail Train
("Wits" Witmer and The Holy Pines Boys) Brunswick
Bound (Fiddlin' Joe Shewbridge) Inward Bound
(William Agostinelli) Rails (Appenzeller and Wallace)
Railroad Rhapsody Pt. 2 (The Don Silvius Band)

To tonight's show, then. As well as the delectable
Manuela, the Musicmakers also have the equally
beguiling Florence on blues harp, plus two solid,
swingin' guys in Del on
upright bass and Danny,
whose CV includes a long
spell with King Kurt, on
drums.
Kicking
off
authoritatively with Etta
James’ “That's All”, they
followed up with a song
called “Gospel Train” which,
as Manuela tells me, was
first cut by the gospel singer
Marilyn Scott who, as
Marilyn
DeLoach,
also
recorded secular sides, one
of
which,
“Jack'n'Jill
Boogie”, was played by the
band
tonight.
(Public
announcement; if anyone
knows
of
a
Marilyn
Scott/DeLoach CD on the
market I'd love some info).

Many thanks to our good
buddy Erik Petersson for
sending over this new
release from the American
NBT label, which contains
songs in praise of trains
(generally of a bluegrass
nature), and which vary in
quality as performances,
but most are good to great. Of those that didn't
appeal, only the insipid Don Silvius instrumentals,
plus the offerings by Annie Seger and William
Agostinelli failed to excite. Into the "good” category
come ballads by Bob Butler, Steve Warner, Chris
Palladino, Meandered Lake, Rex West and
Appenzeller and Wallace. Better were the uptempo sounds of "Wits" Witmer, Fiddlin' Joe
Shewbridge, who puts in a fine job on his
"Brunswick Bound", there's an up-tempo section in
the last quarter of the Almost Famous Bluegrass
Band's contribution, and there's some nice slide
guitar on the offering by the one and only Joe
Penny, of "Bip A Little, Bop A Lot" fame, who
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nearly 50 years ago(!). All the Lewis piano
trademarks were on show; sweeping glissandi,
lethal boogie riffs. But the piano stool didn't fly
across the stage. Ah well. What happened next
was beyond belief, but comical in a way. The
"special guest ' invited the "star of the show" to do
a final duet together (a contractual obligation, so I
am told). As the band struck up "Lawdy Miss
Clawdy" Jerry shuffles off stage right, leaving
Master Hapless to perform the song to excited fans
and bemused rockers. Typical Jerry; screw
authority. Blondell (oh yeah, that's his name, nearly
forgot) should think himself lucky; had he
interrupted Jerry's act at the Wimbledon Theatre in
1966, he would be wading through the sea of beer
cans, chairs and other unsavoury items, wiping the
stains from his shiny stage suit. But, as Tony Joe
White would say, that was another place and
another time.

“I Just Can't Help I” was followed by “Hot Shot”,
and things were slowed down a tad for “I'm Just A
Fool”. Picking up the pace a touch for an original
composition, “Who Are You”, it was then time for
some serious boogieing with takes on Bobby Day's
evergreen “Rockin' Robin”, Lavern Baker's “You
Better Stop” (good choice, that - makes a change
from “Voodoo Voodoo” which everyone seems to
do these days), “Beer Barrel Boogie” and Varetta
Dillard's “Scorched”. Action-packed, ya hear me??
A song regularly featured by Manuela and the band
is the slow blues “Bloody Tears”, and tonight's
version was typically gutsy.
An enjoyable evening, and not long ago the band
were in Sweet Georgia Brown studios in Hornsey
to record tracks for an intended CD release. They
are currently packing 'em in every Friday night at
Trisha's, a friendly basement bar situated directly
opposite the Pillars Of Hercules pub, at 57 Greek
Street, in London's West End. See you there!!

Eddie Cochran; My
Top 20

Jerry Lee Lewis at the Opera House,
Blackpool, February 28, 2004

The subject of this month's 20 is the great Eddie
Cochran, whose death in a car crash on the
outskirts of Chippenham, Wiltshire, in the early
hours of April 17, 1960, robbed the Rock’n’Roll
world of one of its major talents and his influential
guitar style has affected many pickers down
through the years, notably Brian Setzer and Darrel
Higham. Hope you like this pick of the Cochran
inventory, as is customary it seems, my number
one choice is followed by the other nineteen in
random order.
1.
Jeannie, Jeannie, Jeannie
With guys
like Conrad "Guybo" Smith, Earl Palmer and,
supposedly, Ray Johnson behind you, you
know that you can't possibly go wrong, and
Cochran scored a big, fat bullseye with this
one. A solid, driving rocker with great guitar
by Eddie. Recorded in January 1958 at the
Gold Star studio in Hollywood, and released in
the US shortly after, but we Brits never got to
hear it until 1961 when it appeared on a
London single.
2.
20 Flight Rock Born in Albert Lea,
Minnesota on October 3, 1938, Eddie
Cochran formed his first band in high school
with fellow pupil Conrad "Guybo" Smith in
1953. After graduating the following year,
Eddie spent time developing his already
formidable technique on guitar, and first got
onto record in 1955, as part of the Cochran
Brothers, alongside the unrelated Hank
Cochran, who later became a successful
songwriter penning such classics as "Make
The World Go Away". The first sides were
stone country, but once Elvis entered Eddie's
conscience the following year, more
Rock’n’Roll orientated material such as "Tired
and Sleepy" appeared. (These 1955-56

First of all, the hapless, hopeless "star of the show"
will be strongly advised not to hand in his
resignation at Burger King just yet; in judging his
performance, a snowman has a better future.
And so to the "special guest". If the piano has a
place in Rock'n'Roll, it's because of Jerry Lee
Lewis and now, even at 68, the Killer is still more
than capable of delivering the greatest live show on
earth. Following a short set from the guys who I
assume are still known as the Memphis Beats; the
unfailingly loyal Kenny Lovelace is still there,
leading superbly on guitar, also on guitar was
Jimmy Rip, whose style was more rock than "and
roll", organist Bill Strom, who has worked with Jerry
on and off for the last 30 years or so, bassist B.B.
Cunningham, a cover recording artist in the late
‘50s/early '60s, and a solid drummer in Robert Hall.
JLL came through clear as a bell and sounding
swell on the opener, an explosive, extended "Roll
Over Beethoven", and there was a terrific version
of "Sweet Little Sixteen” later on, which clearly
showed the love Jerry has for Chuck Berry's work.
An old favourite of Jerry's, "Drinkin' Wine Spo-DeO-Dee" was featured, and briefly reprised before
the Killer, realising his mistake, cut it short, then he
thrilled us all with a sadly brief "Lewis Boogie".
Jerry could always sing blues with passion and
conviction, and nowhere was this better
demonstrated than on "Trouble In Mind" and "C. C.
Rider"; the split-tempo "No Headstone On My
Grave" also sent a shiver up my spine.
Before we knew it, it was time for "Whole Lotta
Shakin’” and "Great Balls Of Fire", played with as
much fiery spirit as when first recorded in Memphis
20

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

recordings, cut for the Los Angeles-based
Ekko label, are available on the Rockstar CD
"Mighty Mean", on RSRCD 008). Eddie first
met Jerry Capehart, who went on to be
Cochran's manager, in October 1955, and
managed to obtain steady session work for
Eddie over the next eight months or so for
various labels, with Cochran gaining a
reputation as the hot new picker on the block.
Capehart had made friends in the movie
kingdom and it was through these
connections that he secured a cameo for
Eddie in what is now regarded as the finest
Rock’n’Roll motion picture of them all, "The
Girl Can't Help It', in which he sang "20 Flight
Rock" so memorably. A classic rocker, with
dazzling guitar runs and a superbly intense
Cochran vocal. Sure, he ain't Caruso, but who
cares?
Skinny Jim Cut in Hollywood in the
summer of '56, and originally released on
Crest, this is an absolute cracker; classic
Rock’n’Roll,
with
another
razor-sharp
Cochran solo.
Completely Sweet Another goodie from
sessions held in the summer of 1956, this
mid-tempo Latin based rocker was flipside to
Eddie's "Sittin' ln The Balcony" which went
Top 20 in the States in '57. Great guitar again.
Am I Blue Cochran turns the quaint old
'20s standard into a rockin' riot. This, with
"Drive In Show" on the flip, was a summer of
'57 release; by now he was on Liberty and
waiting for the major chart hit to come. Sadly,
"Am I Blue", despite its brilliance, didn't
trouble the compilers too much; it failed to
make the Top 100 over the water.
Sweetie Pie A great, atmospheric midpacer, which was released on a London
single (B-side to "Lonely") in 1960, some four
years after it was recorded.
Cradle Baby
Nervous Breakdown
Pretty Girl
Summertime Blues
C'mon Everybody
Teenage Cutie
Little Lou
Jelly Bean
Don't Bye Bye Baby Me
My Way
Somethin' Else
Teenage Heaven The driving "Cradle
Baby" emanated from the same summer of
'57 session that yielded the "Singin' To My
Baby" album, which was the only one issued
in Eddie's lifetime. "Pretty Girl" comes from a
session held on January 12, '58, while the
superbly tense "Nervous Breakdown" comes
from a Goldstar studio session of late '58.
"Summertime Blues", with its imaginative,
Chuck Berry-influenced lyric, was the song
that first brought Cochran's name to the

attention of the UK rockers, and it became a
Top 20 hit in the last weeks of '58. "C'Mon
Everybody" (originally known as "Let's Get
Together") did even better, reaching number
six in the UK chart. "Teenage Cutie" was cut
in late '56/early '57 but remained un-issued
until the early '70's. "Little Lou" is also one of
the many goodies recorded in January of '58,
while "My Way" (a Top 30 UK chart entry in
'63) was recorded practically a year later, as
was "Teenage Heaven", which tune-wise
borrows from "Home On The Range".
"Somethin' Else" was cut in June of that year,
and "Jelly Bean" and "Don't Bye Bye Baby Me
" were cut in the autumn (fall) of '59, but first
saw the light of day in the early '80s. All the
above mentioned are perfect examples of
Cochran's musical skills, arranging skills, and
his ability to write intelligent lyrics. Plus, many
of these songs have Earl Palmer among the
backing musicians, say no more!!
19.
Cut Across Shorty
20.
Three Steps To Heaven Eddie's star had
waned somewhat in the States by the end of
1959, but he had a strong fanbase over here
and, in the early months of 1960 he was
added to the bill of a UK tour starring Gene
Vincent. Just before making the trip, Eddie,
along with Guybo, plus Sonny Curtis and
Jerry Allison of the Crickets, congregated in
Goldstar to record "Three Steps To Heaven"
and "Cut Across Shorty", on January 8th.
After Eddie's tragic and untimely death,
London rush-released the songs on a London
single, and it shot to the top of the UK chart.
So, that's my top 20 choice of songs by Eddie
Cochran, who passed away 44 years ago this
month; a true rockin' legend, never to be forgotten.
20 Flight Bunter









SHAKY LEE’S APRIL
ARCHIVE
After a wonderful weekend attending Jerry Lee’s
great gigs in Blackpool and Manchester I returned
home to find the March issue of Now Dig This
which reported the death of Dave Lee.
I’ve seen some good British singer/pianists in the
Lewis mould such as Chuck Fowler, Rockin’ Pete
Hodgson, Kyle Esplin and Terry & The Wild Ones,
but for me the pick of the bunch just has to be
Dave Lee.
I first met Dave in 1972 when we booked his trio to
play our local Vintage Rock‘n’Roll Appreciation
Society dance at the ’Footballers’.
After an
impressive debut he became one of our most
popular performers appearing several times during
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the next few years. Indeed the Dave Lee Sound,
with Johnny Rickman on bass and Andy Neilson
(drums) shared the bill with Matchbox at our
th
second big event at Colne Municipal Hall on 27
March 1976.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

His act included many a Lewis number from the
rockin’ Breathless, Milkshake Mademoiselle and
Memphis Beat to the country sound of One Minute
Past Eternity. He was also adept at performing
other fifties numbers such as Ten Long Fingers,
Down On The Farm, Rockin’ Daddy and Donna.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Como (RCA)
Swingin’ Shepherd Blues – Ted Heath (Decca)
Maybe Baby – The Crickets (Coral)
Who’s Sorry Now – Connie Francis (MGM)
Tequila – The Champs (London)
Breathless – Jerry Lee Lewis (London)
Nairobi – Tommy Steele (Decca)
Don’t/I Beg Of You – Elvis Presley (RCA)
La Dee Dah – Jackie Dennis (Decca)
Grand Coolie Dam/Nobody Loves Like An
Irishman – Lonnie Donegan (Nixa)
Lollipop – The Chordettes (London)
Happy Guitar/Princess – Tommy Steele
(Decca)
April Love – Pat Boone (London)
To Be Loved – Malcolm Vaughan (HMV)
To Be Loved – Jackie Wilson (Coral)
Tom Hark – Elias and his Zig Zag Jive Flutes
(Columbia)
Sweet Little Sixteen – Chuck Berry (London)
The Clouds Will Soon Roll By – Tony Brent
(Columbia)

I first saw another British pianoman, Freddie
‘Fingers’ Lee this month in 1968 at Southport’s
Floral Hall leading the band At Last The 1958
Rock‘n’Roll Show, having bought their CBS single I
Can’t Drive/Working On The Railroad a couple of
months earlier.

Paul Turner, Dave Lee and the Shaky one
Dave was a big Killer fan, a genuine guy and
became a good friend. I remember one time a few
of us went to see him play a Rock’n’Roll club near
Yeadon airport, after which he invited us to
accompany him to a show he was doing at a plush
Harrogate nightspot. The management was not
too impressed at the sight of half-a-dozen Teddy
boys and girls and we were about to be turned
away when Dave told them if they didn’t let us in he
wouldn’t play. We were admitted, albeit somewhat
reluctantly, and when I asked Dave if he really
would have refused to play he said “Of course,
you’re my friends and friends stick together”.

Freddie received publicity in the national press
when he scaled the scaffolding surrounding
Nelson’s Column while it was being cleaned and
draped his coat over the admiral’s statue.
Charged with conduct contrary to Section Two of
the 1952 Trafalgar Square regulations under his
real name of Frederick Cheeseman, ‘Fingers’ was
fined 30 shillings at Bow Street Court.
Never the most subtle of performers, the manic
one-eyed boogie boy has been known to play the
88 keys with a bottle and his glass eye (after
removing it of course!), stab the keyboard with a
knife and demolish a piano with an axe.
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Born David Harper on 1 March 1940, Dave taught
himself piano whilst in his teens and formed his trio
in the sixties, appearing on Yorkshire TV and
Opportunity Knocks in 1970 where a performance
of Great Balls Of Fire earned the runners-up spot.

Ten years ago this month I made my first
pilgrimage to New Orleans along with Major Ken,
Corporal Keith Johnson and Captain Keith Woods.
Not only was this to be my initial American
experience but I had never even been to an airport
before, let alone on an aeroplane. The midnight
boat from Liverpool to Douglas a few times had
been my only excursions from the British mainland.

In 1995 he took up offers of solo work in Benidorm
where he became a popular attraction at several
clubs in the resort. Suffering from emphysema he
returned to his native Bradford where he passed
nd
away peacefully at 7.20pm on Thursday 22
January.

So, deciding I would be too excited/nervous to
sleep I opted to see Otis Rush at the Jazz Café the
night before our morning departure. James Hunter
went along with me as he lived on Parkway at that
time where the Jazz Café is situated.

This was the Record Mirror Top 20 on 26/4/58:
1. Whole Lotta Woman – Marvin Rainwater
(MGM)
2. Too Soon To Know/A Wonderful Time Up
There – Pat Boone (London)
3. Magic Moments/Catch A Falling Star – Perry

Otis looked lean and mean in his suit, black shirt,
bootlace tie and fedora. Renditions of I Can’t Quit
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You Baby, All Your Love, She’s A Good ‘Un and
Double Trouble were included in an excellent
show. Unfortunately I missed the last train home
and only managed to grab a few hours sleep
before setting off for Heathrow.

They demonstrated some delightful harmonies on
the bluegrass sounding ‘Last Hard Bible’ and the
heartfelt ‘What Did You Want From Me’, with the
only accompaniment being some tasteful guitar
from Pete Mathes

In brief, amongst those I saw were Snooks Eaglin
at the Howlin’ Wolf, Irma Thomas at the Lion’s
Den, W C Clark, Clarence Hollimon & Carol Fran,
Grady Gaines and Robert Ward in the Black Top
Blues-A-Rama at the House Of Blues, Bobby
Marchan, Tommy Ridgeley, Johnny Adams, Ernie
K Doe, Jimmy Witherspoon, Charles Brown and
Ruth Brown in a Dew Drop Inn Revisited night at
the Ernest N Morial Convention Center and David
Torkanowsky, Eddie Bo and Jon Cleary at
Tipitina’s Piano Night.

The catchy ‘Absence Makes The Heart Go
Wander’ marked a return to the piano for fine
versions of Irma Thomas’ ‘You Can Have My
Husband’, Bob Seger’s ‘Old Time Rock’n’Roll’,
Sister
Rosetta
Tharpe’s
‘Strange
Things
Happening Every Day’ and the country gospel of
‘Where Could I Go But To The Lord’.
Then it was an all-out assault on the Yamaha
electric keyboard as a string of rockers ensued. At
times her fingers were a blur as Linda forcefully
pounded the 88s whilst remaining in control with a
clear vocal delivery throughout. The Lewis
trademarks were incorporated, her right foot raised
to tickle the ivories, the glissandos and those runs
up and down the scales.
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At the 25 JazzFest I witnessed such acts as
Clarence ‘Frogman’ Henry, Larry Garner, The
Band led by Levon Helm, Little Richard, R L
Burnside, The Whitstein Brothers, Eddie Lejeune,
Buddy Guy, Jessie Hill, Clarence ‘Gatemouth’
Brown, Willie Nelson, Solomon Burke, Etta James,
B B King, Hackberry Ramblers, Staple Singers,
Aaron Neville, Ali Farka Toure and Ry Cooder.
Phew!
Wildfire Wilkinson

At one point Linda asked the audience “Which of
my brother’s songs would you like to hear?” I
thought the guy on my left gave the perfect answer
when he yelled out “all of ‘em”! Whilst she didn’t
quite satisfy that request we did get a few of them,
including ‘Let’s Talk About Us’ for Pete Checksfield
who was making a rare excursion to the West End.

Linda Gail Lewis
The Borderline
April 1st

‘Old Black Joe’ had the patrons singing along and
punching the air with glee. “Teddy Boy” Papard
was going wild and the normally reserved Ken was
in a frenzy, such was the excitement being
generated from the stage. Ian Bailey on saxophone
gained in confidence the more the set progressed
and was really blowing up a storm by the time it
came to ‘Rip It Up’. Annie Marie Dolan and Mary
Jean McCall contributed stirring backing vocals,
whilst Kevin the bass player and Ray Thompson on
drums laid down a solid beat.

Thanks to Ken Major for organising the purchase
and collection of tickets quite a gang of us
Lewisophiles turned out for a pre-arranged meetup with Linda and her two daughters at the
adjacent Royal George.
Arriving early I found Linda’s amiable husband
Eddie Braddock chatting to three Swedes (i.e.
people from Sweden – not vegetables!). He
introduced me to them and we chatted for a while
and Eddie regaled us with some interesting
anecdotes from the days when he was associated
with the Stax Studios in Memphis. Gradually the
Woodies gathered in earnest and Linda, Annie and
Mary Jean joined us for a couple of hours after
their sound check.

But the undoubted star of the show was The
Thriller herself – Linda Gail Lewis – who left the
stage still smiling happily after her energetic eightyminute act. Be sure to track down the new CD
Boogie Woogie Country Gal on the Castle label
(CMQCD 912).
The Set List
In The Boogie Woogie Country Mood
Boppin’ The Blues
I’m On The Loose
Hillbilly Rock
Goody Goody
Last Hard Bible
)
What Did You Want From Me?
) The Lewis 3
Absence Makes The Heart Go Wander )
You Can Have My Husband
Old Time Rock‘n’Roll
Strange Things Happening Every Day
Where Could I Go But To The Lord?
Great Balls Of Fire

Forgoing the support acts I entered the venue to
find a sizeable crowd, but with room to slip in front
of the stage for the main event. This gal was
rockin’ – that’s for sure – right from the opening
number ‘In The Boogie Woogie Country Mood’.
She bopped the blues, was on the loose and
hillbilly rocked.
Leaving the piano for a short while Linda called
daughters Annie Marie and Mary Jean on stage for
the first-ever public performance of The Lewis 3.
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Roll Over Beethoven
Shake Rattle And Roll
Jailhouse Rock
Let’s Talk About Us
High School Confidential
Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On
Old Black Joe
What’d I Say
Rip It Up
Johnny B Goode
Cottonfields

left 10 percent of the royalties to each of the four
children from her second marriage and 10 percent
to her only son with the Big Bopper.
However, in the days after Wenner's death, J.P.
Richardson Jr. sent a letter instructing a record
company to send all of his father's royalties "now
and forever to me," according to The Beaumont
Enterprise. Attached to the letter was a 1994
document signed by Wenner giving all of her rights
to J.P. Richardson Jr.

Shaky Lee W









Last week, the four children from Wenner's second
marriage sued Richardson Jr., saying he tricked
his ailing mother and swindled his siblings.

Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

J.P. Richardson Jr. referred The Associated Press
to his Houston-based attorney Fred Unger, who
was not immediately available.

Jan Berry, a member of the duo Jan & Dean that
had the 1960’s surf-music hits "Deadman's Curve"
and "The Little Old Lady from Pasadena," has died.
He was 62.

Attorney Mitchell Toups, who is representing the
four children, said the royalties are worth about
$100,000 a year. "The Big Bopper wrote dozens of
songs, many of which no one has ever recorded
but him," Toups told the paper. "If some big star
starts singing one of his songs, it could be worth
millions."

Berry had a seizure and stopped breathing Friday
26 March at his home, being pronounced dead that
evening at hospital.
Berry's hit-making career with high school friend
Dean Torrence was cut short in 1966 when Berry's
speeding Corvette hit a parked truck and he
suffered severe brain damage that left him partially
paralysed and unable to talk.





PART ONE

He had been in poor health recently from the
lingering effects of brain damage from the 1966 car
crash.





THE AGE OF THE
DINOSAURS

His recovery was slow, but eventually he was able
to resume singing and writing songs.





Do you realise how old most of us are? I know
we’ve had nostalgic trips down musical memory
lanes on these pages, but sometimes I feel I was
born not in the last century, but in the one before
that. At least that’s how it must seem to those born
in the last 30 or 40 years reading this article.



Here's a piece about Sergeant Ken Major's
favourite singer (courtesy of Bob Timmers at the
Rockabilly Hall Of Fame web site):

When I was growing up in Wood Green, North
London the street was still lit by gas. So were all
the British Railways stations. The smell of gas,
mingled with steam and soot from the trains, still
sticks in my memory. The Metropolitan Line on the
Underground still had those brown slam-door
carriages, with big bars over the windows (just in
case you were trapped they’d insure you stayed
that way), and a big leather strap to fasten the
window closed or half open.

Siblings sue over Big Bopper royalties
The Big Bopper's only son has been sued by four
of his half-siblings, who say he has unrightfully
claimed all of the royalties to his father's songs.
The four siblings are the children of Adrianne
"Teetsie" Wenner, who had a son and a daughter
with the Big Bopper before he died in a plane crash
on Feb. 2, 1959, that also killed musicians Richie
Valens and Buddy Holly. After the Big Bopper’s
death, Wenner remarried and had four additional
children.
When the Big Bopper, born J.P. Richardson, died
he left half the royalties from his songs, such as
"Chantilly Lace" and "White Lightning," to Wenner,
25 percent to his son and the other 25 percent to
his daughter. When Wenner died in January, she
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health food nonsense; they need a bit of dirt and
toxic ink to build up their resistance!)

The milkman, coalman and rag and bone man
(none of this p.c. ‘person’ nonsense then) still
came round with their horses and carts. The
milkman brought all sorts of groceries, not just
milk, and would even put a bet on for my
grandmother in the days long before betting shops.
The coalman emptied sacks of this filthy fossil fuel
into the coal-holes outside every house in the
street, and we’d have to go down to the dark, dirty
cellar with a coal scuttle to collect it to light a fire. In
our house there was no central heating, no
washing machine, no ‘fridge, no telephone, no
television and just a wind-up gramophone and a
few 78 records of my grandmother’s. Oh, and a
round radio set like the one Alf Garnett used to
have. It had to be bashed occasionally to stop it
playing up. (In those far off non-p.c. days kids and
women often got similar treatment.)

Sugar and sweets, and possibly other things, were
still on ration – I have my old 1954 ration book
stored away somewhere. After rationing ended, I
remember the best value in confectionery with my
limited pocket money was eight aniseed balls for
just one old penny. Because of all the coal fires, we
had constant smogs in London when you couldn’t
see a few feet in front of your face, and had to
cover your mouth to avoid choking to death.

The nearest thing to a washing machine was a big
brick copper in the scullery (remember sculleries?),
though later my mother got all up to date with a
metal copper, which we grandly called a washing
machine. It worked by gas, and just heated the
water up. You filled it with dirty washing and had to
keep agitating a handle at the top to and fro until
your arms ached. Then you let the water out by
means of a hose and good suction (getting a
mouthful of dirty, soapy water in the process) and
put all the wet clothes through a wringer located on
the top of the machine.
Shopping was an endless chore. I was sent out on
errands several times a day - to the baker, the
butcher, the fishmonger – there were no
supermarkets then in our area. I remember grocery
shops like the Home & Colonial (Sainsbury’s and
Cullens were similar) where butter was patted up
with wooden implements and wrapped in
greaseproof paper as you waited. Biscuits came in

All our hot water came from the brick copper, one
of the coal fires (which I believe had a boiler behind
it), from a kettle or a dangerous gas device called
an Ascot or a geyser, which was almost as likely to
blow up in your face as provide hot water. Since
my grandparents didn’t have one of these
contraptions in their bathroom upstairs, having
baths in the summer meant sweltering from the
heat of the brick copper or a big coal fire. My
mother usually put us in an old zinc bath in the
kitchen, filling it with water from the metal copper.
Of course we had an outside toilet, which was
freezing in winter (though my grandparents
upstairs had an inside one we could use).
Recycling is thought of as a relatively new idea, but
it was widely used in the Second World War. (It
was hardly eco-friendly. Your iron railings, old pots
and pans, etc. were used to make bombs and
other munitions to blow little German children and
their parents to pieces. I’m glad I wasn’t born
then.). However, in the 1950s we still had square
green pig bins at the corner of our street where we
placed all edible waste like potato peelings,
cauliflower leaves, etc. for animal feed.
Wood Green in those days was a borough in its
own right, and although it had the London N22
postal district, was actually located in the county of
Middlesex. London County Council only covered
inner London. The Greater London entity was
established in 1964, swallowing up the whole of
Middlesex (apart from Potters Bar which became
part of Hertfordshire) and large parts of Kent,
Surrey, Essex and a bit of Hertfordshire. However
the Post Office, 40 years later, still insist on the lie

big square tins, and you could buy broken ones at
the bottom of the tins for a discount. This
continued well into the 1960s as, at my second
office job, we survived the day on broken biscuits
from Cullens’ shop downstairs. Meat, fresh fish,
fish and chips were wrapped up in newspaper, so
we all must have consumed a huge amount of
newsprint with our meals. Didn’t do us any harm.
(Feed the kids newsprint today, make ‘em grow up
strong and healthy - none of this namby-pamby
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to one of the brothers it’s about not facing up to
what/who you are; whatever, it is also a bloody
good driving song. Talking of driving songs; the
following song – Joe’s Head – reminds me of the
Allman Brothers’ Jessica, I think that it’s the
banjo intro. It definitely has influence from them,
and I think that Tom Petty may be a bit of a player
on the influence stakes.

that Bromley is in Kent, Croydon is in Surrey,
Romford is in Essex, Barnet is in Hertfordshire and
the whole of outer west and north-western London
is in non-existent Middlesex. (They might just as
well insist you put ‘Wembley, Land of Oz’ on the
envelopes.) Why don’t they give all Greater London
addresses London postal districts - ‘Romford, E25’,
‘Wembley, NW28’ etc.? (Apologies to Mr Angry for
getting cross about things like this, which of course
is usually his prerogative.)

To me the real highlight of this album is finding a
hidden track towards the end of the album. Life
goes by on a Talihina sky - is an unlisted track that
really is quite remarkable. Full of emotion and
gentle picking of the guitar, it captures a vision in
my head of walking down a dusty road on late
afternoon.

I can still remember the names of many families in
our street who had lived there for generations. The
nearest thing to an ethnic community in Wood
Green was my brother and myself, who had about
the only foreign name (Papadopoulos) in our
school. We got teased mercilessly – because of
my gammy leg I was called Hopadopoulos and all
sorts of things. In the end my mother got so fed up
with it she shortened our name to Papard in 1958
when I changed schools. (But I take your point, Mr
Angry, we SHOULD have kept our ethnic
surname.) Years later there were so many GreekCypriots living in Haringey, the new London
borough which incorporated Wood Green, that it
even had a Greek-Cypriot mayor, but my brother
and I were two of the first.
T-Rex Papard







Get it now or got to www.kingsofleon.com for more
info.

MM








Confessions From
Beneath The Kilt
or
Ramblings of a ne’er do well - Local
rock in Kent



Marffa's Muffins

Bam Bam performing at the Red Lion in
Badlesmere near Ashford.

Kings of Leon – Youth and young Manhood.

Why is it that the more worthwhile watering holes
in this, our Garden of England, are situated in the
middle of nowhere, seemingly accessible only if
you choose to plant yourself behind the wheel of a
large automobile? (Sorry Mr Byrne). Could it be
that in order to ensure post gig reportage is
accurate and objective, yours truly is consigned to
an evening with drinks more likely to rot teeth than
damage liver?

It’s not often that a band that has been hyped so
much will actually find favour with me. I refer of
course to the above band of relations called the
Kings of Leon. Three Brothers and a cousin make
up this four piece hirsute bunch.
The sons of a Pentecostal preacher who grew up
on the road, travelling between Oklahoma and
Tennessee have had a meteoric rise in popularity
since the release of their fist single - Red morning
light – hit the charts late last year. This year they
have been nominated for several BRIT awards for
this phenomenally successful album.

Ho hum.
But so it was as I trooped off the other Friday to
The Red Lion in Badlesmere, situated on the
A249 nearer Ashford than Faversham, to catch,
not for the first time, a four piece rock outfit utilising
the unfortunate sobriquet, Bam Bam.

It’s not hard to see why though. Tracks like Red
morning light are catchy and fit in to the current
retro scene; in fact, being dubbed the Southern
Strokes gives weight to that theory. I feel that they
are nothing like The Strokes, not musically
anyway. Sure they have gotten incredibly popular
very quickly but, this lot have balls and guts to their
music that The Strokes can only dream of. This is
bluesy, country, gospel, shit kicking rock and roll!

Drawn to my attention, quite literally, by the girl
next door, this foursome comprise, as one might
expect of drums, bass and lead guitar with last but
not least a vocalist and sometime keyboard player
who also lends tambourine as a pinch of
percussive rhythm. All the guys have daytime jobs,
leaving one to wonder what might be achieved if a
fuller career in music was sought? Only the quartet
can answer that…

Wasted time is filled full of fantastic lyrics – ‘I know
your games, shaking your apple in my face, don’t
you know that I’m begging for a bite?’ – According

Like many local bands, their set for pub time
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consumption comprises of burglary (should that be
borrowing?) from main stream accomplished
artists, U2, Bowie and so on… I suspect their
reason for this would be the so oft heard as to be
acquiring cliché status, “People want to hear
what they know.”

Hammersmith Apollo
th
th
Saturday to Tuesday 24 -27 April (£27.50/£32.50)
Norah Jones
Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Sunday 25 April (£24.50)
The Mavericks

Possibly so but if you, like me, would prefer to hear
original material, and the band appear to have it
aplenty, some of it can be accessed via a very
informative
website
to
be
found
at
www.bambam.info. All this internet corner lacks is
incidental
information
on
the
individuals
themselves… like names!

London Hilton (NAS & ARC Charity)
th
Monday 26 April (£190)
Jools Holland
100 Club, Oxford Street
th
Tuesday 27 April (£10)
Seafood

But to the gig (what a word) itself. A tight sound
generated in a cramped location… Possibly
because of where I was seated, the lead guitar
seemed a little lost in the rest of the generated
music, particularly when numbers such as “In My
Place” with a distinctive riff were performed. A pity,
as the geezer could play… Sorry Ed, the musician
in question was very competent. Could it be that as
the pub was packed to the rafters with the dancing
audience virtually on top of the performers some
sound was absorbed?

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Tuesday 27 April (£14)
George Thorogood and the Destroyers
UCL Bloomsbury
th
th
Tuesday/Wednesday 27 /28 April (£17.50)
Handsome Family – Willard Grant Conspiracy
Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Thursday 29 April (£17.50)
British Sea Power
Barbican
th
Friday 30 April (£20/£35)
Sonny Rollins

I believe the band are regulars at The Red Lion, a
lovely old pub that really does put the rust in rustic!
Wooden beams, open fireplace and an obviously
female mannequin in the corner. Every time I see
her she is to be found in varying states of undress,
we are nearly on first name terms. Perhaps if, next
time, I have an alcohol advantage?
Jock11







Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Friday 30 April (£10)
Von Bondies
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
st
Saturday 1 May (£17.50)
Supergrass



Royal Albert Hall
nd
Sunday 2 May (£27.50)
Chris Rea

The Buzz

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
rd
Monday 3 May (£17.50)
Violent Femmes

Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you really
need to show your face.

Shepherds Bush Empire
rd th
Monday/Tuesday 3 /4 May (£15)
Amy Winehouse
Islington Academy
rd th
Monday/Tuesday 3 /4 May (£TBA)
The Charlatans

Fairfield Halls, Croydon
st
Wednesday 21 April (£18.50)
Marty Wilde & Joe Brown

Royal Festival Hall
th
Tuesday 4 May (£19.50/£27.50)
Cassandra Wilson

Cabot Hall, Canary Wharf
nd
Thursday 22 April (£15)
Alabama 3

Royal Albert Hall
th th
Tuesday/Wednesday 4 /5 May (£35/£55)
Eric Clapton

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Saturday 24 April (£13.50)
The Shins – The Stills

HEMSBY
th
th
Tuesday 4 May to Monday 10 May
SEE PAGE 1
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Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th th
Wednesday/Thursday 5 /6 May (£17.50)
Franz Ferdinand

Bad Religion
Forum, Kentish Town
th
Saturday 15 May (£18.50)
Black Leather Motorcycle Club

Scala, King’s Cross
th
Thursday 6 May (£9)
The Fiery Furnaces

Hackney Empire
th
Saturday 15 May (£17.50)
Richard Thompson

Forum, Kentish Town
th
Thursday 6 May (£12.50)
Funeral For A Friend

Royal Festival Hall
th
Saturday 15 May (£20/£25)
Thomas Mapfumo (LAMF)

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Friday 7 May (£19.50)
Elkie Brooks

Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
Monday 17 May (£17.50)
Mory Kante (LAMF)

Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
Saturday 8 May (£17.50)
King Wasiu Ayinde + Kunle Olasoju (LAMF)

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Wednesday 19 May (£18.50)
Hothouse Flowers

Half Moon, Herne Hill
th
Saturday 8 May (£6)
Pertinent Percy’s Purple Pantaloons

The Orchid, Dartford
th
Thursday 20 May (£TBA)
The Animals and Friends

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Sunday 9 May (£18.50)
Kindred The Family Soul

Queen Elizabeth Hall
rd
Sunday 23 May (£15/£17.50)
American Music Club

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Monday 10 May (£12.50)
Thursday

Royal Festival Hall
th
Monday 24 May (£20)
Rufus Wainwright

Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Road
th
Monday 10 May (£11)
Liars

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Tuesday 25 May (£12.50)
Jesse Malin

Hammersmith Palais
th
Monday 10 May (£15)
Wildhearts

Wembley Arena
th
Tuesday 25 May (£32.50)
George Benson

Electric Ballroom, Camden Town
th
Tuesday 11 May (£12)
Explosions In The Sky

King & Queen, Foley Street
th
Friday 28 May (£0)
Rescheduled birthday party for Tony Papard,
Alan Lloyd and Dave Woodland incorporating
Brian ‘Little’ Jessup. Act to be confirmed. Free
Buffet.

Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
Wednesday 12 May (£24.50)
John Martyn
Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
Friday 14 May (£17.50/£20)
Sally Nyolo (LAMF)

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Friday 28 May (£27.50)
Bobby Womack

Brixton Academy
th
Friday 14 May (£16)
The Vines

Royal Albert Hall
th
Friday 28 May (£23)
Don Williams

Royal Albert Hall
th
th
Friday to Sunday 14 to 16 May (£31)
Sting

Royal Festival Hall
th
Saturday 29 May (£20/£25)
The South African Gospel Singers

The Orchid, Dartford
th
Saturday 15 May (£TBA)
Marty Wilde & Joe Brown

Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
Saturday 29 May (£18.50/£22.50)
Al Stewart

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Saturday 15 May (£15)
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Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Sunday 30 May (£12.50)
Mudhoney

Brixton Academy
th
Saturday 17 July (£25)
Stray Cats

Swan Theatre, High Wycombe
th
Sunday 30 May (£TBA)
Marty Wilde & Joe Brown

Ronnie Scott’s, Frith Street, Soho
th
Sunday 18 July (£35)
John Mayall and his Blues Breakers

Royal Festival Hall
st
Tuesday 1 June (£22.50/£27.50)
Miriam Makeba

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
th
Thursday/Friday 29 /30 July (£17.50)
Gillian Welch

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Monday 7 June (£18.50)
Toots And The Maytals
The forthcoming dates for the Jerry Lee
Lewis/Chuck Berry tour:

Isle of Wight Festival
th
th
Friday to Sunday 11 to 13 June (£Various)
The Who – David Bowie – Stereophonics –
Manic Street Preachers – many more

28th June: Civic Hall, Wolverhampton
29th June: Town & Country Club, Bradford

Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
Monday 14 June (£20)
Roger McGuinn

2nd July: Festival Hall, London
3rd July: Colston Hall, Bristol

Scala, King’s Cross
th
Wednesday 16 June (£9)
Josh Ritter

6th July: Guild Hall, Portsmouth
7th July: Brighton Centre

The Fleadh, Finsbury Park
th
Sunday 20 June (£38.50)
Bob Dylan, Counting Crows + many more
Royal Albert Hall
rd
th
Wednesday/Tuesday 23 /24 June (£25/£40)
Jeff Beck
Glastonbury
th
th
Saturday/Sunday 26 /27 June (£112)
Oasis – Kings Of Leon – Paul McCartney – P J
Harvey – James Brown – many more
Barbican
th
Saturday 26 June (£12.50/£25)
Hugh Masekela and Jazz All Stars

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE

Royal Albert Hall
th
Wednesday 30 June (£27.50/£37.50)
Bonnie Raitt

P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

Pontin’s Seaside Holiday Village,
Pakefield, Lowestoft, Suffolk
nd
th
Friday to Monday 2 to 5 July (various)

THE WILDEST CAT IN TOWN 5

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick Huggins

The Comets – Frankie Ford Sonny Burgess – Jason D Williams
Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers, Graham
Fenton’s Matchbox, Ervin Travis & The
Virginians plus many more

Hi folks! Well, it’s been a pretty hectic time for
yours truly; since getting back from witnessing The
Killer, Jerry Lee Lewis, in Blackpool I have been
away in Paris for a few days as well as preparing
for the forthcoming trip to the U.S.A. as part of the
annual 'Tales From The Woods' pilgrimage
st
st
departing on April 21 and returning on May 1 . I’m

Royal Festival Hall
nd
Friday 2 July (£45)
Chuck Berry & Jerry Lee Lewis
Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Thursday 8 July (£25)
Buddy Guy
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then back for a few days before heading off to
Norfolk for the Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Weekender
which means I have not spent as much time here
at 'Tales From The Woods' HQ as I should and, it
must be said, as much as you our good, loyal;
subscribers/contributors deserve. Having said that,
our intention is to get the magazine out around the
period of time that we depart for the U.S.A. so,
good people out there in TFTW-land, if you are
reading your favourite magazine on or around the
st
21 of April then we have succeeded in our aims.

rub salt into the wound by double booking the
room. What can I say except it will certainly not
happen again and thank you for taking it all in such
good spirits. Despite being crammed like sardines
into the downstairs bar so many of you kindly
stayed on to give the birthday boys as pleasurable
an evening as possible.

Apologies also go to George Brown of Margate,
Kent for misprinting his phone number in last
month’s issue. Please note, George’s correct
number is contained within his advert elsewhere in
The Buzz. Sorry George.

On the move this month will be 'Tales From The
Woods' subscribers Lorraine and Christopher
Bridges who will be moving from their cramped
third floor flat in Forest hill, South London to place
both (all four?) feet well and truly on the property
ladder in a much larger home in the Kentish
countryside near Paddock Wood. Congratulations
and much happiness in your new home.

A few days back yours truly was travelling by train
from East Croydon to Victoria. A young lady in her
mid to late twenties sat opposite me, baggy jeans
and sweatshirt, her straight fair hair swept back
from her forehead. As I glanced across at her
pretty un-made up face, thinking her pretty in an
androgynous sort of way, for a brief second or two
her bright, intelligent looking hazel eyes made
direct contact with mine (dull, lifeless, yet imposing
brown I think – H) before nervously looking away.
Feeling that I may be coming on like a lecherous
nuisance (agreed – H) I took my newly purchased
copy of the Guardian from my bag. Glasses place
on the tip of my nose I settled down in my seat to
catch up on world events. I was not too many
minutes into the front page before I became aware
of being observed. Glancing up to catch those
intelligent, pure eyes full on, tapping me on the
knee as she leaned forward. “You know that if you
performed Tibetan eye movement exercises daily
for around fifteen minutes or so you would not
need eye-glasses at all?” she spoke in a voice that
was both soft and yet demanding and in the latter
irrationally so. Naturally a bit taken aback it took a
few seconds before I folded my newspaper in half,
removed my spectacles from the tip of my nose
and replied, “If that is so, then why does the Dalai
Lama wear glasses?” to which she slumped back
in her seat, the half smile rapidly replaced with a
vindictive curl. Not another word did pass. (Keith
always did have a way with women – H) You know
folks; looks can be so deceptive, can’t they?

Many of you have expressed concern that the
TFTW website has not been updated for several
months. This is because our webmeister,
FatBellyPeat, for personal and domestic reasons
has not been able to dedicate the time and energy
to the project as he would wish. FatBelly has
decided that it would be best for all concerned to
hand over the reins to someone else, at least for
the time being, so the good news is that Eddie
‘Artful Dodger’ Bowser will be taking over the
website a few days after the Easter weekend. So I
am sure you will join me in wishing FatBellyPeat all
the best for the future and thank him for all the
hard work and innovative imagination he has put
into the project. Thanks a lot Peat. Belated birthday
greetings go out to FatBellyPeat who passed over
th
control of the web on his special day, April 13 .

Birthday greetings this month go out to our resident
genius of soul here at TFTW headquarters; yes, I
mean the man who possesses more knowledge of
his chosen subject than any other living person on
st
the planet. Come the 21 April John ‘Soulboy’
Jolliffe, who of course celebrated his big Six-O at
a bash at the King and Queen last year, will be one
year on from that date. Whilst on the subject of
'Tales From The Woods' promotions, resident
venue the King & Queen sends apologies of the
most heartfelt kind to all who turned out to support
the combined birthday party for Alan Lloyd, Tony
th
Papard and Dave Woodland on March 19 ,
especially those who travelled great distances to
be with us, only to discover not only that Terry Lee
had pulled out of the gig but the venue chose to

It is hard to imagine an individual music collection
that would feature Georg Solti conducting the
30

I’m sure you will all want to join me in wishing the
best of luck and prosperity to veteran and prolific
'Tales From The Woods' contributor Neil Foster
whose book ‘Cradle Of Rock’ should be hitting the
shelves of all good book shops near you any time
now. Go for it Neil… slay them!

Vienna Philharmonic in Wagner's Ring Cycle,
through to Chuck Berry, Johnny Cash, Robert
Johnson and Bruce Springsteen along with a
collection of twenty years of whistling from
American steam locomotives. However, all these
were selected a couple of weeks back for the
Library of Congress's registry of historic
recordings. 50 selections are to be digitally
preserved in the library's archives which also
include radio broadcasts of sports events,
Broadway performances and political speeches, as
well as the classics, blues, country, jazz,
Rock'n'Roll, soul etc. commencing with an 1888
recording of the Lord's Prayer by one Emile
Berliner finishing up in 1975 with Bruce
Springsteen's recording of Born to Run. Listed
below are inclusions that would be of interest to the
'Tales From The Woods' readership.

'Tales From The Woods' subscriber George Brown
of Margate, Kent informs us that he has a number
of 78 rpm records for sale at around £1 each. For
the full list and further details you can contact
George weekdays only, between 19:00 and 22:00
on 01843 294741.

Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off the
mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1. Infant
issues (1 to 6) are available, in annual form only, at
a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10. Contact via
the usual channels.

1920s Guy B Johnson, Cylinder Recordings of
African-American Music
1929 Amadé Ardoin and Dennis McGee, CajunCreole Columbia recordings
1933 Leadbelly, Goodnight Irene
1936 Marian Anderson, He's Got the Whole World
in His Hands
1936-37 Robert Johnson, Complete Recordings
1938 Jelly Roll Morton interviewed by Alan Lomax
1938 Benny Goodman, Carnegie Hall Jazz Concert
1940 Bob Wills and His Texas Playboys, New San
Antonio Rose
1957-1977 O Winston Link, Recordings of Steam
Locomotive
1956 Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Cole Porter Song
Book
1956 Chuck Berry, Roll Over Beethoven
1956 Thelonious Monk, Brilliant Corners
1959 Charles Mingus, Mingus Ah Um
1961 Patsy Cline, Crazy
1965 Otis Redding, I've Been Loving You Too
Long
1967 The Beatles, Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band
1960s-1970s Johnny Cash, various prisons
concerts
1971 Marvin Gaye, What's Goin' On?
1971 Carole King, Tapestry
1975 Bruce Springsteen, Born to Run

Gang Meet Up
will be on Friday

May 28th at the

King and Queen, Foley Street
from 18:30 hours onwards. Depart for a meal
at approx. 20:15. Turn right out of Goodge
Street tube station, walk just a few yards and
turn right into Goodge Street. Walk about 150
yards before turning right into Cleveland
Street where you will soon find Foley Street
on the left. This is a tiny street where the King
and Queen will be found on the corner. I look
forward to seeing you all there.

'Tales From The Web'
As I type this, the Artful Dodger should be typing
away, improving and updating the 'Tales From The
Woods' website. If you wanna take a look, the web
address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

Have a great month.

Keith Woods
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Very Tired – ‘H’







If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the
UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine,
write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

A distressing moment for Soulboy as he spots
the spelling mistake in the new public house
dedicated to his good works.
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